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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICY DIRECTION RELATED TO THE
SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION PLANNING PROCESS

LOCATION/COUNCIL DISTRICT:

Council District 1, Railyards Planning District;
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Area

RECOMMENDATION:
City staff and the City's consultants have completed the first phase of the Sacramento
Intermodal Station planning process (see attachment A for locational map). This report
transmits the consultant evaluation and asks Council to adopt a resolution making staff
recommendations for policy direction to proceed with Phase II of the planning process,
(refinement of the draft Preliminary Concept and preparation of a draft Implementation and
Action Plan). The recommendations direct staff to:
1. Proceed with refinement of the draft Preliminary Concept for the Sacramento Intermodal
Station and surrounding land-development program presented in Exhibit A to the Resolution.
2. Proceed with Phase II of the approved Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Station
planning process, including the specific activities and objectives presented in Exhibit B to
Resolution.

3. Identify specific recommendations for potential amendments and/or modifications to existing
adopted regulatory and implementation documents relating the refined draft Preliminary
Concept.
CONTACT PERSON:

Paul Blumberg, Sr. Project Manager, 264-7204
Andrew J. Plescia, Economic Development Director, 264-1967

FOR THE COUNCIL MEETING OF:

May 22, 2001
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SUMMARY:.
City staff and consultants have conducted a planning process for evaluating alternative futures
for the Sacramento Intermodal Station and surrounding land-development program for the
southern portion of the Union Pacific Railyards site. On March 27, 2001 staff presented a status
report on the community participation process and the City's consultants presented their
preliminary findings and evaluation of the identified alternatives.
City staff is now recommending policy direction from the City Council to proceed with
refinement of the draft Preliminary Concept which, in the opinion of staff and the City's
consultants, best meets the overall planning principles and objectives established as a result of
the subject planning process. Staff is recommending Council direction to proceed with Phase II
of the approved planning process, including the activities and objectives outlined in this staff
report.
BACKGROUND:
A. Review of the Phase I planning process
n

On November 14, 2000 the City Council directed staff to establish a process for evaluating
alternatives for the Sacramento Intermodal Station and surrounding land-development
program within the southern portion of the UP Railyards site, using consultants to assist in
conducting a planning process and to consider alternatives which would accommodate
features from all stakeholders in the community. The City Council approved a three-phase
planning process to determine future policy direction for the intermodal station and
surrounding land-development program (Exhibit B to Resolution).
On November 14, 2000 the City Council also approved a set of draft Conceptual Planning
Principles to provide guidance during the planning process. On March 27, 2001, staff
presented suggested revisions to the planning principles that resulted from the community
participation process.

n

During Phase I of the planning process, staff developed and evaluated three alternatives for
the Intermodal Station and surrounding land-use program, including three engineered track
alignment options. These alternatives were evaluated and reviewed with the community, the
Working Group, the Planning Commission, Design Review/Preservation Board, and the City
Council. Based on feedback at these meetings, staff and the consultants have concluded that
four major findings are central to preparation of a preliminary concept:
1. The Historic Depot should continue to function as the main passenger rail station, and
become the centerpiece of an expanded intermodal complex;
2. Track alignment Option C would provide 1) the most efficient track alignment for
achieving safe, efficient passenger rail service, 2) the best operational characteristics for
passenger and rail users, 3) the most efficient alignment for facilitating internal
2

circulation between transit modes, 4) the most efficient access to the intermodal station,
and 5) the most efficient access to the proposed rail technology museum.
3. Track alignment Option C would provide the greatest benefits in terms of facilitating
land development, traffic circulation, and urban design on the Railyards site; and
4. The track alignment Option C would provide the greatest benefits in achieving
integration with land development to the north of the tracks, including the Richards
Boulevard Planning Area.
n

There has been a strong commitment by all stakeholders in the public process. Participation
in the process has not been easy given the strong feelings among the two distinct stakeholder
groups. Staff would particularly like to recognize the participation of the community and
stakeholders and the significant effort to communicate an important core value - preserving
the historic train station as a passenger rail facility and as the center to development of an
expanded intermodal transportation complex.

n

The Phase I planning process has now been completed: The consultant team's technical
studies have been placed on file with the City Clerk and are identified as Attachment B to
this staff report. Staff recommendation to City Council is for policy direction to proceed
with Phase II of the planning process, and that the Preliminary Concept will be the concept to
be further refined by staff and the City's consultant team.

StaffRecommendations
n

Staff is recommends that the draft Preliminary Concept for the Sacramento Intermodal'
Station Master Plan (Exhibit A to resolution) be pursued as the preferred concept for
refinement in Phase II of the planning process. This action does not constitute approval of a
specific plan for the Intermodal Station but, rather, direction to proceed with further
planning, engineering, and feasibility of a refined Preliminary Concept.

n

City staff and the City's consultants have concluded that among the rail track alignment
alternatives studied in the planning process, track alignment Option C provides the most'
beneficial alignment and should be pursued as the preferred track alignment for the following
reasons. In the opinion of staff and the City's consultants, track alignment Option C
provides:
1. The most efficient, safe operational characteristics for rail passengers and transit
operators; the most efficient alignment evaluated for freight movements through the site;
and among the alignments evaluated, the most efficient operations for the State Railroad
Museum rail functions;
2. The most efficient interface for passengers transferring between modes within the
proposed intermodal station;
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3. The most efficient access for light rail, buses, automobiles, pedestrians, and bicyclists
accessing and circulating within the intermodal station; and
4. The most efficient alignment in terms of land use, urban design, and traffic circulation.
n

Staff and the consultants have also concluded that the Historic Depot should continue to
function as the main passenger rail facility serving Sacramento and the region, and as the
centerpiece of the expanded intermodal complex. Staff recommends refinement of the draft
Preliminary Concept in a manner to ensure that the following issues are addressed in terms of
the future role of the Historic Rail Depot within the complex:
1. Establish guidelines for future expansion of the Intermodal Station and surrounding land
development program that incorporate design elements of the Historic Depot complex;
2. Program the Historic Depot to provide an ongoing and prominent role as the front door
and main entrance to the expanded intermodal station, and portal to the district;

3. Provide specific recommendation for rehabilitation of the Historic Depot to meet
Amtrak's present and future needs; and
4. Review other transit and passenger-commercial amenities that can be developed at the
Depot to enhance its central role, including the addition of restaurants, cafe's, visitorcenters, and other visitor-destination uses.
n

Staff also recommends that the City Council direct staff to identify policy recommendations
as part of the Phase II planning process for specific amendments and/or modifications to the
City Council's adopted policy regulatory and implementation documents related to the
refined draft Preliminary Concept. A interdepartmental City team will prepare a list of
proposed recommendations and amendments to the following:
Central City Community Plan
Railyards Specific Plan
Railyards SPD Zoning Ordinance
Railyards/Richards Boulevard Area Facility Element
Railyards/Richards Boulevard/Downtown Area Finance Plan
Richards Boulevard Area Plan
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area Five-Year Implementation Plan (20002005)

n

The Sacramento Intermodal Area is at the core of the City's larger redevelopment objectives
for the 1,365 acre Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area. The City Council,
acting as the Redevelopment Agency, will be required to evaluate the draft Preliminary
Concept and proposed changes to the Railyards Specific Plan and other policy documents for
consistency with the goals of the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Plan, and the FiveYear Implementation Plan. In particular, the Agency will review the following:
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The financial impact of the proposed changes on the ability of the Agency to repay any
existing debt or encumbrances of Richards Boulevard Area tax increment funds;
The impact of proposed amendment on the ability of the Agency to achieve its goals in
the production of affordable housing, as approved in the Richards Boulevard Five-Year
Implementation Plan;

The impact of proposed changes on the Agency's ability to meet its affordable housing
objectives within the life of the redevelopment plan; and
-

The ability for tax increment funds to be utilized to achieve the goals and objectives of
the Richards Boulevard Area Plan.

Requested Report Back to Governing Bodies
n

These staff recommendations outlined in this staff report will be presented to the City
Planning Commission on May 17, 2001, and to the Design Review/Preservation Board on
May 16, 2001 for review and comment. In order to ensure that the Council has, time to
review the Board/Commission written comments prior to the May 22, 2001 City Council
meeting, staff will distribute written comments along with the City Council's regular meeting
packet.
'During the March 27, 2001 Workshop, Council members raised questions and requested that
staff provide a response. The questions were as follows:
1. Advisement on Federal ADA Issues Related to Rail Car/Passenger Platform Gap: The
City Council requested that the City Attorney's Office review and provide advisement on
the legal requirements for passenger platform to rail car gap distances. The City
Attorney's office has reviewed the federal transportation code and has provided direction
for the staff response regarding the applicability of federal ADA to the Sacramento
Intermodal Station.
2. Verification of Future Ridership Projections: The City Council requested that the
consultant team provide a copy of the analysis that resulted in the future patronage
projections at the Depot.
3. City Council Site Visit to Historic Depot: The Mayor suggested that staff arrange for a
City Council site visit to better understand the rail alignment and site constraints at the
Historic Depot site. The City Council visit will occur on May 22, 2001 as part of a City
Council tour of a number of locations within the City.
4. Review of SORD Concept: The City Council requested that staff and City's consultants
meet with representatives of Save Our Rail Depot (SORD) and provide an evaluation of
their latest concept.
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A written response by staff and the City's consultants to the City Council member inquiries
described above is included as Attachment C.
Next steps in the Planning Process: Phase II Concept Refinement
n

As indicated in the City Council approved schedule for the planning process (Attachment A),
staff and the consultant.team are two months behind the adopted schedule for completing
Phase I. Based on the clearer definition of tasks to be coinpleted in Phase II, it is
recommended that the Phase II process be amended from a 60 to a 90 day period:
Phase II of the planning process will involve the following major activities:.
1. Transportation Facility Planning: including program refinement, development of a the
transporation facility schematic plan, and cost estimation.
2. Roadway and Track Engin
eering: the engineering effort will plot road and rail track
right-of-ways layout; verify vertical relationships between roadways and the tracks,
highway piers, and underpasses.
3. Schematic Plan (Land Use/Urban Design) Development: further development of land
use and urban design concepts will demonstrate how the character of spaces and place
design concepts will be incorporated into the Schematic Plan: .
4. Economics/Feasibility: The feasibility of financing the transportation facilities will be an
integral part of the Phase II. Consultants will prepare a model for evaluating the balance
between funding phased development of the intermodal, with likely private and public
funding sources.

n

Community participation will continue to be vital to the refinement of the draft Preliminary
Concept and draft Implementation and Action Plan. Staff proposes to continue to meet with
the representative Working Group, and conduct community workshops to solicit community
input and comments. Workshops with the Design Review/Preservation Board and the
Planning Commission will also be scheduled during the Phase II planning process.

n

A complete description of the Phase II planning process is included as part of Attachment A.
Staff anticipates returning to Council in 90 days (August 2001) with recommendations
related to Phase II of the planning process.

n

On November 14, 2000, the City Council also directed staff to review options for relocation
of the Greyhound Bus Terminal to the vacant west wing of the Historic Depot on an interim
basis. Staff has prepared a conceptual layout for this proposal, but has not pursued
discussion of the concept with the property owner, Union Pacific. The potential interim
relocation of Greyhound will be part of the phasing analysis in the Phase II planning process.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The City Office of Environmental Affairs has determined that the current request is exempt from
the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), under Section 15262,
relating to projects involving only feasibility/planning studies (preliminary concept plans) for
possible future actions. The current proposal involves only the request for staff to continue with
preparation of preliminary conceptual plans for the Sacramento Intermodal Station planning
process including: program refinement, engineering design, schematic design, and feasibility.
analysis. The current action does not include adoption of the Sacramento Intermodal Station
Plan. At the time of consideration of the Sacramento Intermodal Station Plan, environmental
review in compliance with CEQA will be prepared and processed prior to such considerations by
the City Council.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:
The staff recommendation contained in this report recommends direction for staff to address new
policy recommendations and actions to be considered by the City Council in later phases of the
planning process. The actions being recommended do not amend existing policy, or approve
new policy direction. However, there is a large body of City Council policy approved for the
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area, and there will be the need to address potential
amendments to these documents at a future time. The actions recommended in this report may
lead to the amendment of some or all of the following adopted regulatory and/or implementation
documents.
Central City Community Plan
Railyards Specific Plan
Railyards SPD Zoning Ordinance
Railyards/Richards Boulevard Area Facility Element
Railyards/Richards Boulevard/Downtown Area Finance Plan
Richards Boulevard Area Plan
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area Five-Year Implementation Plan (20002005)
Any specific recommended policy amendments and/or the formulation of new policy will be
addressed in the Phase II of the planning process, and involve input from a number of City
departments. Staff anticipates returning in 90 days with a complete list of policy
recommendations.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The actions being recommended in this report have financial implications in terms. of
consultant and staff costs associated with Phase II of the planning process. Resources from the
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Economic Development Department's FY 2000/2001 operating budget will be used to fund the
necessary staff and consultant costs related to Phase II of the planning process.

ESBD- CONSIDERATIONS:

None.

Respectfully submitted,

APPROVED:

Gs^f^
^/^
Paul Bl'umber
Project Manager

RECOMMENDATION APPROVED:

ROBERT P. THOMAS
CITY MANAGER
Attachments
A. Locational Map
B. Technical Studies
B l. Anil Verma Associates Transportatiori Memorandum
B2. Nore' Winter Historic Preservation Memorandum
B3. Seifel Associates Feasibility Memorandum
C. Response to Council Questions - March 27, 2001 Workshop
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Attachment A
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Highways and Roads
Interstates
Major Roads
Residential Streets
Ramps
Alleys
Historic Depot Parcel (- 4 acres)
70, Railyards North Parcel 200 acres)
Railyards South Parcel (- 37.5 acres)
American & Sacramento Rivers
^ Old Sacramento
Alkali Flat
Merdged Downtown Redevelopment Area
Richards Redevelopment Area

I

1.5

2 Miles
i
-
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Attachment B
Consultant Team Technical Studies

(On file in the Office of the City Clerk)
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Attachment C-1
ADA Issues
RESPONSE TO CITY COUNCIL QUESTIONS
MARCH 27, 2001 WORKSHOP
APPLICABILITY OF FEDERAL ADA/PLATFOR REQUIREMENTS

SUMMARY:
This memorandum describes the applicability of the federal American. with Disabilities Act
(ADA) requirements to Amtrak's passenger rail service at the Sacramento Amtrak Station.
Specifically, it addresses the City staff, :and the City consultants' recommendations that
future track alignment options be evaluated for conformance with the federal ADA
requirements apply to the access between Amtrak trains and the passenger platform.
Background
At the March 28, 2001 City Council presentation on future alternatives for the Sacramento
Intermodal Station, the City's consultant team (Anil Verma Associates and Hatch Mott
MacDonald) stated that federal American's with Disability Act ("ADA") sets forth maximum
allowable horizontal and vertical "gap" distances between the Amtrak passenger cars and.
passenger platforms. The consultants stated that these ADA specifications are a critical
factor in evaluating and/or recommending acceptable future track alignments. The
minimization of this gap by straightening out the Union Pacific mainline tracks is one key
factor in the consultant's recommendation of a preferred track alignment (Option C) for
refinement:
The City Council has requested that the City Attorney's office review the applicability of the
federal requirements for minimizing rail car/platform gaps, and requested that the City
Attorney's office confirm the applicability of the federal ADA requirements for passenger
platforms in this instance. The City Attorney's office has provided the City Economic
Development Department with input and advisement on this issue. The City Attorney's
office has advised that Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA") is expressly
applicable to public entities, including the.City and Amtrak.
. Anil Verma Team's Analysis of Track Curvature Issues
The existing curvature of the passenger tracks at Sacramento Station is currently very
extreme at the east of the existing passenger platforms. If extension of the platforms were
to be pursued with the existing track alignment, rail cars that that are positioned on this
curved section of track would not be provided ADA-compliant access due to the "gap"
created between the rail car and passenger platform. The existing curvature impacts
Amtrak's current operations, and prevents an extension of the existing passenger
platforms to accommodate the longer Amtrak trains. For example; Amtrak passengers on
long trains must walk through the end rail cars in order to exit rail cars located on the linear
platform.
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The AVA Team engineering concluded that relocating the passenger tracks to the north of
the existing alignment was necessary to eliminate curvature. For illustrative purposes, the
existing alignment was engineered with -longer platforms that are not ADA compliant.
Alignment Option A, which approximates existing conditions, may have eleven degrees of
curvature at end points of the platform extended to meet the requirements of the longer
Amtrak cross-country trains. Generally, a degree of curvature equates to about one inch in
horizontal gap. Alignment Option B, while engineered with longer linear platforms, also
includes portions. of the passenger platform which contain curvature inconsistent with
meeting federal requirements for vertical gap.
The application of Federal ADA to the Sacramento Intermodal Station
With respect to transportation stations., the ADA imposes an obligation when a new station
is constructed or an existing, station is altered to make the new station or altered portion of
the existing station "readily accessible." Existing stations-to which no alteration is'made
must be made accessible "as soon.as practical, but in no event later than 20years after
July 26, 1990." (the effective date of. Title II). Obligations as to station would encompass
the passenger platforms (s). Appendix A to the regulations pertinent to Title II, require rail-'
to-platform height to be coordinated with the floor height of new vehicles so that vertical
difference is within plus or minus 5/8 inch and require.a horizontal gap between the
-platform and car to be no more than 3 inches.
Consultant's Conclusion
The AVA team has evaluated the performance of three track alignments (see attachment)
which have been engineered to accommodate future growth in passenger rail service. The
consultant has concluded that two of these alignments, Option A and B, would create
areas of passenger platform which would not be in compliance with federal ADA
requirements. The track alignment Option C does provide the platform iengths needed for
future passenger rail growth while achieving compliance with federal ADA.
The City Attorney's Office has clarified the applicability of federal ADA to the current
planning for the future Intermodal Station, and realigned tracks. This finding concurs with
the assumptions stated by the City's transportation consultant at the March 27, 2001 City
Council Workshop.
ADA imposes obligations upon both the owner of a rail car (Amtrak).and the owner of a
station engaged in intercity rail transportation to make the station and rail cars readily
accessible. With respect to the station, those obligations are immediately engaged when a
new station is constructed or as to the altered portion 'when an existing station is altered.
With respect to an existing station which is not being altered (or as to that portion of the
existing station that is not being altered) there is an obligation to make the station readily
accessible "as soon as practical, but in no event later than 20 years after July 26, 1990."
In constructing or altering the passenger platform, the regulations require a vertical
difference with plus or minus 5/8 inch. and a horizontal gap of no more than 3 inches.

Attachment C-2
Ridership Issues
RESPONSE TO CITY COUNCIL QUESTIONS
MARCH 27, 2001 WORKSHOP
VALIDATION OF RIDERSHIP PROJECTIONS
This section contains a response by the Anil Verma Team on the analysis of ridership
estimation for the future Sacramento Intermodal Station.
Background
At the March 28'2001 City Council presentation on future alternatives for the Sacramento
Intermodal Station, the City's consultant team (Anil Verma Associates, Kumar Consulting,
and Hatch Mott MacDonald) presented estimates of future patronage for the intermodal
station. The City Council has requested that requested that the consultant team provide a
copy of the analysis that resulted in the future patronage projections at the Depot. These
estimates are critical to the validation of future space needs for an expanded intermodal
station.
Anil Verma Team's Analysis of future Patronage
Anil Verma's brief response to the City Council inquiry is attached. This information is also
summarized in a more expanded form in the Anil Verma Technical Memorandum, cited as
Attachment B to the staff report, and available on file with the City Clerk's office.

Intercity Ridership Summary
INTERCITY RAIL

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

Inter City Rail + Thruway
Trains / Day (SITA Report)
Passengers / Year by Train
Passengers / Year by Bus
Total Intercity + Commuter
Passengers
CCJPA Boardings + Alightings

Sacramento Station
2010
2001
14
560,646
129,986
690,632

2020

1,980,000

453,458
1,214,022

[6]

Other intercity + commuter ridership

1,035,608

237,174
634,975

[7]

Total Intercity + Commuter Rail Pass

3,015,608

690,632
1,848,997

[8]
[9]
[10]

Number of Boardings / Day
Number of Alightings / Day
Total Passengers / Day

691
666
1,35

5,925
3,633

[11]
[12]

Peak Hour as a % of Daily Passengers
No. of Peak Hour Passengers

20%
271

1,185
727

Other Relevant Data
Sacramento Station: Capitol Corridor Train Service YTD FY 00-01
Month
Day
Jan. 01
84,903
Boardings
691
81,906
Alighting
666
166,809
Total
1,35
(Source: The Capitol Corridor)
Growth in Train Ridership (Systemwide )
Jan. 00
Jan. 01
Percentage Growth 00-01

47,099
72,681
54%

Steve Zimrick (Caltrans) For Sacramen to Station FY 00 ending Oct. 31
560,646
Train
129,986
Bus
690,632
Total
(Includes CCJPA,.San Joaquin, and Thruway)

CCJPA data obtained on 3/20/01
Amtrak, boarding, alighting data obtained on 3/16/01

Assumption:
20%o_of daily passengers arrive
and depart during one (peak)
hour: These passengers would
arrive / depart from the IMF by
car, LRT, bus, walk or bike.
2001 ridership is based on
available data. 2010 estimate
is based on CCJPA and ratio of
other intercity passengers
observed in 2001. The 2020
estimate is based on regression
analysis of annual passengers
provided by CCJPA.
Based on a survey, the
following mode choice was
observed of passengers
traveling between Sacramento
and the Bay Area:
46%
Car:
Conn. Amtrak / Bus: 18%
13%
Walk:
13%
Local Transit:
4%
Taxi:
However, with the availability of
a high level of LRT and bus
service at the IMF beyond
2010, there would be a shift
from cars to local transit. The
following future mode choice is
being assumed for the IMF:
25%
Car:
Conn. Amtrak / Bus: 5%
40%
LRT:
15%
Local Bus:
15%
Walk / Bike:

Greyhound Ridership Summary
GREYHOUND
Information-from, Bill Lewis, Greyhound 3/16/01
Passengers
Inbound
Outbound
Total
Tickets Sold
Outbound Transfers
% of inbound
% of outbound

2000
682,148
744,303
1,426,451

Greyhound Operations:

2005

2010

1,600,000

1,700,000

245,000
499,303
73%
67%

Sacramento Passengers
Inbound
Outbound
Total
Tickets Sold Per Day
% of Yearly
Inbound Per Day
Outbound Per DayTotal Per Day

2000
182,845
245,000
427,845
671
0.27%
501
671
1,172 ,

2005
205,091
274,808
479,899

562
753
1,314

2010
217,909
291,983
509,892

597
-800
1,396

Sacramento acts more as a hub than a terminus,
and therefore, has significant number of
passengers transferring from one Greyhound
Route to another Greyhound Route. Since
Greyhound does not offer "Interline" transfers in
Sacramento, passengers don't transfer to Amtrak
or other Transit Modes. However, Greyhound
offers "Interline" Transfers at Portland and Los
Angeles Union Station. Therefore, it can be
expected that.when the Intermodal Station begins
operation, transfers will occur between Greyhound
and other transit modes, particularly, intercity rail
and bus.
Although transfer information is not directly
available, an attempt was made to estimate these
by using ticket sales. as an indicator of new
passengers boarding in Sacramento.
Data is presented in Red Italics, and estimates
are presented in normal fonts.
Although Greyhound-to-Greyhound Transfers
don't leave the terminal, they will require
circulation and waiting areas, as they disembark
from their inbound bus on arrival, and board their
outbound bus befo're departure.
The Sacramento Passengers would use other
modes to arrive at or depart from the terminal.
The trend is currently is that they are dropped off /
picked up, or take taxis. However, in the future,
they will have the option of using light rail.

No. of Schedules / Day.
Peak Schedules / Hour
% of Peak Hr / Daily

91
8
9%

Peak Hour Inbound
Peak Hour Outbound
Peak Hour Total

44 .49
59
66
116
103

52
70
123

Outbound Transfer / NeW

2.04 [ 499,303 / 245,000 ]

Peak Hour Transfers
Total Peak Hr: Pass.

120
223

135
250

143
. 266

LRT Ridership SummaryLIGHT RAIL TRANSIT
Information from Mark Lonergan (RT) 3-22-01 (presented in red italics)
Projected Annual Passengers at IMF 2010
Projected Annual Passengers at IMF 2020
% Growth 2010 - 2020
(LRT estimates do not include transfers from other
modes, and are based on existing ridership at the
29th St. Light Rail Station)
LRT Headway During Peak Hour (minutes)
No. of Trains during Peak Hour
No. of Seats per Train
No. of Seats during Peak Hour per direction
% of Seats Occupied during Peak Hour
No. of Peak Hour Passengers / direction
No. of Peak Hour Passengers inbound + outbound
Check:
Annual Passengers 2020
Daily Passengers (Annual / 275)
% of Daily to Annual Passengers
Peak Period Passengers as a % of daily passengers
No. of Hours in Peak Period
Peak-of-the-peak as a % of daily passengers
No. of Peak Hour Passengers

1,306,900
1,791,800
37%

7.5
8
240
1,920
35%
672
1,344

1,791,800
6,516
0.36%
75%
5
20%
1,303

The check applied is to test the reasonableness of assumptions.
Approaching the hourly passenger numbers from two different sets
of assumptions, it is seen that the results are comparable, 1,344 to
1,303.

Some comparable information
BART Annual Passengers (FY 2000)
BART Average Weekday Passengers (FY 2000)
% of Daily to Annual Passengers
BART Peak Weekday Ridership (FY 2000)
% Peak Weekday to Annual Passengers (FY 2000)
(Source: BART Website)

90,100, 000
.310,268
0:34%
375,000
0.42%

Headway is considered per direction,
that is either arriving or leaving:
Therefore, the number of passengers
boarding or alighting = 2 X 1920 X 0.35 =
1344.
The IMF would be a destination station
(per RT's current thinking) and would
have 2 lines with 15 minute overlapping
schedules, thereby resulting in 8 inbound
trains and 8 outbound trains per hour.
This analysis assumes that 35% of the
seats will be occupied when the train
enters or leaves the IMF. The resulting
number of peak hour passengers is
1,344'per hour.
Based on information provided by RT,
65% to 75% of the passengers would be
carried during the peak period (4 to 6
hours). There is generally a peak within
the peak period that is higher (spike)
than other hours during the peak period.
It is assumed that this spike (peak of the
peak) would be 15% of the average peak
hour. Therefore, the peak of the peak is
rounded off to 20% of daily passengers.
The 0.36% Daily: Annual passengers
ratio is very similar to data.from the Bay
Area Rapid Transit System. (The spike
in Weekday Rid'ership was because the
Giants and the As were both playing at
home on 10/4/2000, and both stadia are
well served by BART).
Recently supplied annual ridership
information for the LRT System is
presented below:
2000: 8.63 million; 2005: 9.92 million;
2010: 10.61 million; 2020: 16.86,million

. RT Ridership Summary
REGIONAL TRANSIT BUS
Information from-Mark Lonergan (RT) 3-22-01 (presented in red italics

Annual Passengers at IMF 2010
Annual Passengers at IMF 2020
% Growth in 10 years
Estimated Daily Passengers 2020
Peak Hour as a % of Daily Passengers
No. of Peak Hour Passengers
Bus ridership as % of rail ridership
No. of peak hour LRT passengers
No. of peak hour bus passengers
Check
No. 'of berths required for RT buses
Headways in minutes / berth
No. of buses per hour (inbound + outbound)
No. of seats per bus
No. of seats per hour
% of seats occupied during peak hour

196,000
268,800
37%
977
20%
195 (1)
15%
1,344
202 (2)

15
24
40
960
21%

Some Observations:
While we have use the RT bus ridership estimates in the analysis, we
believe that it may be somewhat understated due to the fact that
transfers from other intercity modes are not included. Furthermore, it
is our opinion that with improved pedestrian access to downtown, and
joint development opportunities. being considered in the vicinity of the
IMF, the ridership can be expected to be significantly higher.

Note:
The estimates for Regional Transit Bus
do not include transfers from Amtrak,
commuter rail, Greyhound, etc. and
are based on projections from existing
operations at the 65th Street Station.
(1) To estimate peak hour passengers
from annual passengers, assumptions
described in case of LRT are used.
That is, 20% of the daily passengers
will travel during a , peak hour. This
results in an estimate of 195 peak hour
passengers.
(2) This estimate is based on RT's
observation that ridership on RT buses
is 15% of LRT ridership at the 65th
street station.
The check for reasonableness is based
on the requirement of 3 berths stated
by RT, and a headway of 15 minutes.
The analysis shows that 21 % of the
seats on buses will be occupied.during
the peak hour.
Recently supplied information for the
entire bus system is presented below:
2000: 19.49 million annual passengers
2005: 21.80 million annual passengers
2010: 23.40 million annual passengers
2020: 30.00 million annual passengers

Attachment C-3
. ,SORD, PLAN
RESPONSE TO CITY COUNCIL QUESTIONS
MARCH 27, 2001 WORKSHOP .
COMMENTS ON SORD PLAN SUBMITTED MARCH 22, 2001

On March 22, 2001, the Save Our Rail Depot Coalition submitted a conceptual track
alignment and street circulation plan for consideration by the City. While the concept was
submitted late in the Phase I planning process, City staff and the City's consultants have
reviewed the plan prepared comments as outlined, below.
This plan- was presented by SORD during the public testimony portion of the March 8th
City Planning Commission meeting,. and March 21 st Design Review/Preservation Boards
meetings. Both the Commission and Board members requested that the City's consultants
review the plan and report back with an evaluation: At the March 27, 2001 City Council
Workshop, SORD representatives referenced the plan during the public comment period.
The City Council also requested that there be an evaluation of the plan and a report back.
The City's consultant team has completed its review with the assistance of SORD
representatives who prepared the concept. City staff and the City's consultants shared
this critique with the Save Our Rail Depot Coalition (SORD) members on Friday, April 20,
2001. The meeting with SORD's architect, and the certified rail engineer.who prepared the
plan, clarified a number of issues for the City's consultants. Likewise, the City's,
consultants provided their professional opinion and insights, which staff believes led to a
productive dialogue between the consultants and the SORD representatives. The meeting
was also attended by members of the City Planning Commission and Design Review
Preservation Board, who has asked to be notified of the meeting between the City
consultants and SORD representatives.
Staff will be transmitting this written summary of the consultant's comments to SORD
concurrent with the release to the public. We will also transmit these comments formally to
the City Planning Commission, and Design Review/Preservation Board, and City Council.
Summary of Consultants Comments
The following are of the City staff and City consultant's comments and observations
regarding the "Concept Track Alignment" drawing dated. March 16, 2001 from the Save
Our Rail Deport Coalition (the SORD plan layout is shown on the following page). The
consultant's comments are as follows:

I$

A.

Characteristics of SORD proposed rail track alignment
The configuration of the proposed tack alignment does not meet the UPRR, Amtrak, or
the Railroad Museum's identified criteria. SORD's layout indicates that the-passenger
tracks would be "Publicly-Operated and Maintained" and some of the track to be "State
Owned and Operated." It is clear the designated public ownership is intended to avoid
complying with Union Pacific's and Amtrak operational requirements. Hence the
design solution cannot be compared to track alignment options A, B, and C, which were
engineered by the consultant to meet a stated set of operational requirements. The
AVA Team believes the same design and operational criteria should be applied
throughout to all track alignment to be considered by the City.
SORD's recommendation for public ownership, which can be assumed to be the City of
Sacramento, allows the SORD concept to deviate from a number of key operating rail
requirements. It also imposes liability on the public entity ("assumed to be the City"),
which in effect, would become a railroad operator. This is not an insignificant or minor
cost issue. If the City were to become the owner and operator of tracks it would 1)
assume the liability of operating the section of railroad tracks (including providing a
manned switching towers), and 2) it would be required to maintain the tracks and
assume the cost of the personnel and specialized equipment necessary to maintain the
tracks.

n

The following is a ,listing of deviations from the rail operator requirements:,
a. For the tracks under 1-5, there is insufficient distance between the center of track
to the face of approximately six (6) highway structure columns. The minimum
dimension that has to be provided is 18 feet.
b. The SORD layout assumes reinstallation of diamond crossings. Union Pacific
Railroad has removed the existing diamond. crossing and will not permit
reinstallation of one..
c. There are four curves for the Railroad Museum that exceeds their criteria of
maximum fourteen (14) degree curve.
d. The platform should end or start prior to the PC or Pt of the curve. The SORD
layout shows that portions of the car would overhang over the safety zone on the
platform. This means that the SORD platforms are somewhat shorter (- 50 ft.)
than indicated in the plan.
e. The west end of the southern track of the northern platform is not a practical
operation arrangement. All the turnouts on Union Pacific track would have
switch machines that are operated by the railroad at a remote location.. You do
not want atrain to run through the turnout and than have some threw the switch
manually thrown in order to back the train to that location of the platform.

f. The train would have to stop east of the turnout on the west end of northern
track of platform in the center. This is to provide clearance for a train either
entering or leaving the other track.

9• SORD's stated platform lengths for each track from the south to the north are
1140, 1300, 1220, 960, 870 & 1230 feet. The useable platforms may be shorter.
h. The speed of tracks on the east end of the platform would be maximum of 20
mph without super-elevation, which is not shown in SORD's plan.
i.

The special track work shown on the north-south line adjacent to 7 th street is not
a good operational arrangement. There are simpler arrangements that would be
more functional.

j.

The underpass designed on 7th Street, and associated railroad bridge may not
accommodate the SORD track alignment as shown.

A.

Characteristics of proposed traffic circulation plan

The SORD proposed traffic circulation plan does not extend the pattern of downtown
street circulation through the site. It provides no north-south access other than existing
two-lane 7th Street. Generally, bus and automobile access from downtown is quite
limited, although provision may be allowed for a passenger drop off in front of the
Historic Depot, but this is not indicated in SORD's plan. All other bus and vehicular
access would be from a single identified underpass from a point north of the freight line.
Downtown bus or vehicular traffic would first travel north of the mainline via two lane 7tn
Street.
n

The SORD plan proposes a relocation of the 1-5 "I" Street on-ramp north to G Street.
This eliminates the I Street barrier and allows for direct pedestrian access between the
Historic Depot and Chinatown/Downtown Plaza. While it is not shown,'it is assumed
that there would continue to be southbound 1-5 access via l Street, which would conflict
with the light rail alignment shown.

n

The freeway ramp, extension of "G" Street via an underpass under the proposed track
alignment does not appear workable. The G Street.freeway ramp would have to begin
descending down east*of 7 th street, causing a conflict with 7th Street, and the doubletracked LRT line assumed as part of the DNA line. Likewise, as it ramps upward on the
west side of the tracks, it conflicts with the proposed north-south street that
approximates the 5th Street alignment.

n

The G Street ramp underpass under the UPRR Mainline cuts off access to the adjacent
development, parcels.

n

The only access to either the intermodal facility or the development parcels will be from
the north, through the one underpass. This concept appears infeasible, since all traffic
would enter the site from a single point. Congestion created by all traffic converging on

this single point would also result in congestion in the Railyards North District and well
as the Richards Boulevard Area.
n

The future `G' Street Ramp to Northbound 1-5; as shown, would be a major impediment
to the development of the property for both transportation and private development.
Circulation of the site for pedestrians and bicyclists would have to overcome two
separate rail alignments and the creation of a new _.freeway ramp through the site that
must first go under the passenger tracks, then ascend to clear the freight tracks.

n

The circulation pattern created by the bifurcated rail line and the new freeway ramp
landlocks all development parcels.

n

The Future `G' Street Ramp" to Northbound 1-5 cannot be accessed by a major portion
of the development parcels. This would make G Street inaccessible to both transit and
any private development on those,parcels. G Street would simply be a way to funnel
downtown traffic through the. Railyards site, and not a functional component of the
intermodal.

^

It is not desirable to have eastbound traffic on "G' Street rise up frorri the underpass,
then immediately approach an intersection, then access the ramp onto 1-5. You would
not be permitted to locate an access to the 3.5 acre parcel just before the beginning of
the ramp to 1-5. Likewise, access/egress from the 2.3 acre site is nearly impossible, as
shown. It is unlikely that any bus or automobile traffic would be able to access the 4.1
acre parcel, which while not stated in SORD's plan, is assumed to serve transit.
B.

Impact on Intermodal Transportation Facility

The SORD plan preserves the Historic Depot as the passenger rail station.
As noted above, the SORD proposed track alignment and circulation pattern creates a
situation where automobile, buses, and pedestrians have limited access. It is likely that
station would remain a single purpose facility, i.e. a train station, and would not be
developed as an intermodal transportation facility.
n

It is unclear how light rail is addressed in the current plan. The H Street light rail
alignment shown differs from the current alignment to be constructed next year,
however this appears to be a minor realignment. With the removal of the I. Street ramp
as a barrier, the conceptual realignment of light rail south on 3rd Street is shown. It is
unclear how this proposed extension relates to Regional Transit's priorities for future
light rail extensions. RT bus circulation and layover areas are not indicated.

n

The location of patron parking is not shown or otherwise indicated on the plan.

n

Amtrak bus layover areas and circulation is not shown or otherwise indicated on the
plan.
.

^/

The intercity bus terminal and bus circulation are not shown or otherwise indicated on
the plan.
Passenger drop off locations are not-shown -or otherwise indicated on the plan.
C.

Impact on Land Use and Urban Design

n

The proposed alignment of the tracks in this layout results in the creation of two long,
narrow strip of land between 7th Street and the tracks, and between H Street and the
tracks. These parcels are unsuitable for development, and their utilization by transit is
questionable.

n

Access to the three remaining parcels (2.3-acre parcel, 3.5-acre parcel, and 4.5-acre
parcel) is severely limited by the positioning of the ramps, underpasses, and rail
alignment. The 4.5-acre parcel is virtually isolated while the other two parcels are
accessible only near the intersection of "G'-Street and 5th Street.

n

The triangular portions (corners) of the 3.5-acre and the 4.5-acre parcel are not
desirable for building purposes.
Urban design on the site created by the track alignment and circulation plan is
inconsistent with existing adopted guidelines for the Railyards site. The implication for
urban design is considerable, but should only be evaluated vis-a-vis an adopted set of
principles. The adopted Railyards urban design principles may not be appropriate in
this case, since SORD indicated that land development on the site is a secondary
consideration.
The G Street on-ramp creates a visual barrier between the Historic Depot and the
Central Shop buildings; since the ascension of the ramp to 1-5 screen the entire view of
the Central Shops from the south.

Save Our Rail De pot Objectives
Consultant Comments
SORD Objective
The Historic Depot and REA Building
SORDsite plan shows Historic Depot as the - passenger rail
must remain. the permanent central core
station and the track alignments and circulation plan appear to
of the intermodal center, beginning with
provide for existing and passenger rail use.
-im provements of the facilit y
2. Restoration work on the Historic Depot The SORD plan provides for a focus on restoration of the Historic
and REA building must begin immediately Depot for continued use as a passenger rail station.
3. The intermodal development must
meet all environmental laws and safety
guidelines including toxic removal and
provide review and consultation with
appropriate regulatory agencies.

The SORD plan fails to meet general Union Pacific, Amtrak, and
Railroad Museum requirements for "safe" rail operations. The
general roadway and circulation plan presents operational and.
capacity iimitations that are not considered efficient by the
consultants.

4. Provisions for Amtrak, bus, light rail,
and future high speed rail must be
incorporated into the Depot/REA
transportation center and, based on
verifiable data, provide for transit growth
beyond 2010. Reliable estimates of
funding and the identification of funding
sources must be made.
5. Tracks should be located to optimize
long term transportation needs and
minimize environmental impacts. Short
term land development should be a
secondary consideration.

No information was submitted to the City indicating locations for
Amtrak or RT bus areas, or bus access and circulation.

6. Priority must be given to convenient
pedestrian circulation within the station
site.
7. The city should acquire the Depot and
REA building and enough land to meet
present and future passenger track
needs.
8. Rail access for the proposed Railroad
Technology Museum must be provided
from the mainline and also provide for
connection to Front Street tracks.
9. The Railyards Specific Plan must be
amended to remove aroposed
intermodal station at 7 h and North B

No circulation areas are identified which could be evaluated in
terms of projected ridership beyond 2010.

The new SORD plan appears to provide long term capacity for
future passenger rail needs at the station, although under
different operating standards from,those underlying the City's
consultants engineered alternatives
Under the new SORD plan, land development is not likely given
the parcelization. The SORD's plan meets stated objectives that
land development be a secondary consideration.
The City's consultants have concluded the new SORD track
alignment and circulation plan provides the less than efficient
pedestrian circulation within, or to and from, the site.
The SORD plan does not indicate areas for the expanded
transportation facility, therefore there is no way to evaluate the
amount of land required for transit uses under the SORD plan.
The City's consultants have concluded that the new SORD track
alignment does not meet the State Railroad Museums stated
technical requirements.
The City's consultants are reviewing alternatives that would
provide for new policy direction for an expanded intermodal
station centered around the Historic Depot.

Streets.
10. Passenger rail service must be
uninterrupted during the phased-plan
expansion and the expansion must be
com pleted ex peditiously.

No information has been provided to City staff or the City's
consultants that would describe how the SORD plan would be
phased to provide uninterrupted service.

SORD Plan: prepared by Greg Taylor
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A RESOLUTION REGARDING POLICY DIRECTION RELATED TO- THE''
SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL PLANNING PROCESS
WHEREAS, representatives of the City, of Sacramento, the County of Sacramento;
Save Our Rail Depot, and the Sacramento, Intermodal Transportation Alliance have

agreed to Principles of Agreement Related to the Sacramento Intermodal Station on,
May,;17, 2001.
WHEREAS; said principles call for the retention- of the Historic Depot as the grand
pedestrian gateway, and core facility for,the.Intermodal Station; and
WHEREAS, the Union Pacific Railroad has agreed to develop -their-appjication for
development of 37 acres adhering to the Principles of Agreement dated May 17'.2001
and using features embodied in the draft Preliminary Concept dated May 11-, 2001.
BE IT RESOLVED
FOLLOWS:
Section 1.. The City of Sacramento has completed Phase I. of the Sacramento
Intermodal Station Planning Process, resulting in the draft Preliminary Concept dated
May 11, 2001; however this action does not constitute approval of.a specific -plan for the
Sacramento Intermodal Station.-..
Section 2. The City ' Council directs the staff to proceed with the next phase of the
Sacramento Intermodal,Station Planning Process, -by commencing an environmental
analysis of the Sacramento Iritermodal Station with track alignment Option C, as the
preferred alternative for purposes of the project description. Such environmental
analysis shall be prepared in accordance with. the applicable environmental laws,
including the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and shall include alternative track alignments.and
shall examine the full range of potential impacts upon the Sacramento Railyards Site
including both the 37-acre area and the northern 200 acres area.- Staff is directed to

FOR CTTY,CLERK USE ONLY-:'

RESOLUTION NO:' MAY 2
DATE ADOPTED
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report back to the City Council within sixty days (60) days with a recommended wo
program witn cost estimates ana a recommenaea community parncipauon process tor,
the next phase of the Sacramento Intermodal Station Planning Process

Section 3. With this resolution City Council concurs and supports the attached
Principles:of-Agreement Related-to-the Interrnodal Station dated May-17, 2001.

PRINCIPLES OF AGREEMENT
RELATED to the SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION
MAY 17, 2001

1. City Council directs staff to proceed with an environmental analysis with
Alignment Option C as the preferred alignment for purposes of the project
description. The environmental analysis shall include alternative track
alignments.

2. The Historic Depot should be retained as the grand pedestrian gateway and
core facility for the Intermodal-Station.

3. Immediate attention should be given to complete the general clean up,
required structural improvements and restoration work on the Depot and the
Railway Express Agency (REA) Building.

.4. Immediate attention should be given to improvements to. the existing Depot
site circulation, parking and related amenities (e.g., signage) to accommodate,
proper. pedestrian, automobile and bus ingress and. egress.

5. The City should explore public ownership of the Depot, REA Building and
adjacent parking lot.

6. The Depot and REA Building should be a transportation hub and regional
destination with various activities for Sacramentans as well as travelers.

7. The Intermodal Station should optimize, access for those with special mobility
needs.

8. Plans should include efficient and convenient access to, and interconnection
with; all modes of transportation, including intercity bus services. The City
encourages that the .location of the future high-speed rail service connection
be at the Intermodal Station.

9. Pedestrian connections from the Intermodal Station to the North, South, East'
and West (including Old Sacramento, Central Shops/ future Railroad
Technology Museum, Downtown, Alkali Flat and Chinatown) should be safe
and aesthetically pleasing.

10. When developing the 37 acres, transportation should be the paramount
consideration. This development should embrace urban land uses including
high density, mixed use (including- residential and commercial) with a
relationship to Downtown and the northern 200 acres.

11. The 7`" Street Extension to Richards Boulevard should remain a priority.

12.All parties agree to continue to work collaboratively on land use planning for
the 37-acre UP site-The City will commit adequate resources to promote
community input.

13: UP agrees-to utilize the Principles of Agreement (dated May 17, 2001) andfeatures embodied in the draft Preliminary Concept (dated May 11, 2001) to
develop their development application.

Heather Fargo, May

Steve Cohn, Councilmember

City of Sacramento

City of Sacramento

Ilia Collin, Supervisor

Kay Knelpprath

County of Sacramento

Save Our Rail Depot

I

Greg Taylor
Save Our Rail Depot

Jos

ocillo
ento Intermodal

Transportation Alliance .

Roy Birew
Sacramento Intermodal
Transportation Alliance
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RESOLUTION NO.

1

ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
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MAY 2 2 2001
OFFICE OF THE
CiTY CLERK

ON DATE OF

A RESOLUTION REGARDING POLICY DIRECTION
RELATED TO THE SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL
PLANNING PROCESS
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CI'yY OF SACRAMENTO AS
FOLLOWS:
Section 1. The City Council hereby directs staff to bceed with refinement of the draft
Preliminary Concept for the Sacramento Intermodal St ion and surrounding land development
program (attached as Exhibit A). This action does no constitute approval of a specific plan for the
Sacramento Intermodal Station, but is direction to pr ceed with further planning, engineering, and
feasibility of a plan concept.
Section 2. The City Council directs staff to oceed with Phase II of the Sacramento Intermodal
Station planning process, as described in Exhibif B, and to report back within 90 days regarding
refinement of the draft Preliminary, Concept an related Implementation Action Plan.
Section 3. The City Council directs staff/o identify specific recommendations for proposed
amendments and/or modifications to the Cit Council's adopted policy regulatory and
implementation documents, including, but lot limited to, the following specific documents:
Central City Community Plan
Railyards Specific Plan
Railyards SPD Zoning Ordinan e
Railyards/Richards Boulevard Area Facility Element
owntown Area Finance Plan
Railyards/Richards Boulevar
Richards Boulevard Area P n
Richards Boulevard Red elopment Project Area Five-Year Implementation Plan (20002005)

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

..............................................:............................................................P.OR..GI^..Y....G.LE.R.K...U.SE...A.NLY.......................................................................................................................
RESOLUTION NO:
DATE ADOPTED:

26

Exhibit A

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA
MASTER PLAN

Preliminary Concept
May 14, 2001 Draft
Prepared by: City of Sacramento Downtown Development Department
With assistance by:
Intermodal Station Area Working Group
RACESTUDIO
Seifel Consulting, Inc.
Anil Verma Associates, Inc.
Winter and Company

Page 1

Introduction
On November 14, 2000, the City Council directed staff (Resolution 2000658) to establish a process for evaluating alternatives for the Sacramento
Intermodal Station and surrounding land development program within the
southern portion of the UP Railyards site. Since January 2001, City of
Sacramento staff and the City's consultants have been conducting a community participation process, and this Preliminary Concept represents a
combination of the "key features" identified in the initial phase of the planning process.
Alternatives Approach
The Preliminary Concept was
developed through an "alternatives
analysis" approach that involved a
community participation process
and independent consultant analysis of issues and constraints.
Two community workshops have
been held to seek input into the
development of the alternatives and
key features that resulted in the
Preliminary Concept. The first community workshop was held on
January 24, 2001 and provided the
opportunity for the community to
participate in a group planning
effort. The second Community
workshop was held on February 28,
2001, included an evaluation of preliminary alternatives (see page 11)
and community participation in suggesting ways in which those alternatives could be improved.

opment of a Preliminary Concept
around these key features was
seen as the logical progression in
identifying a preferred concept.
The Preliminary Concept
The Preliminary Concept provides
for a balance between historic
preservation, transportation, and
land use objectives, and is being
presented as a discussion piece for
the community. The concept is a
tool for promoting dialogue between
the stakeholders, not as the staff or
consultant recommended solution
for meeting various stakeholders
objectives. The Preliminary
Concept will be modified and
improved through input from the
community, with the ultimate goal of
providing a new vision for the
Sacramento Intermodal Station
Area Master Plan.

Review of the Preliminary
Alternatives with the Working
Group, Design Review/Preservation
Board, and Planning Commission
resulted in identification of "key features" or plan elements. The develAbove:
January 24, 2001 workshop teams
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The Preliminary Concept for the 37.5 acre Intermodal Station Area balances the community's preservation, economic development and transportation objectives. The Concept uses
the historic depot as its centerpiece; provides for a long range and phased solution for
transit; and creates a new accessible address that complements Downtown.
Historic Depot Primary Role in
Intermodal Station
The historic rail station is the gateway to the district. It is the principal
transit portal and facility for the
intermodal station. The waiting
room and plaza would be restored
to enhance the arrival experience
and reflect the original design.
Amtrak ticketing, transit offices, and
passenger amenities will be located
in the depot and REA building.
Capacity for Long Range Transit
Needs
The future passenger estimates
indicate over 3,000 people a day

will be arriving at the intermodal
station in 2020. The intermodal station plan can be implemented in
phases to respond to utilization,
funding, and development opportunities. The Concept anticipates the
eventual removal and relocation of
the I Street freeway ramp and reestablishing a 4th Street pedestrian
connection to the depot plaza.
Joint Development
The transit facilities are conceived
as joint development opportunity
sites. The air-rights parcels over the
bus and parking facilities will be
developed as commercial uses.

New Places
An interconnected set of new
places are included in the
Preliminary Concept Plan. A gateway arrival plaza is recreated in
front of the historic depot. A village
green provides a setting for the
Central Shops, rail arrival, a parkside hotel, residential neighborhood, and cafes. G Street is envisioned as a mixed-use shopping
address. It will become the primary
access route for traffic and pedestrians from the east.

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/14/01 DRAFT

The Intermodal Station area land use concept emphasizes creation of a mixed-use neighborhood. Each block has a mix of uses that enliven the street and create desirable business and residential addresses.
Program Summary
Net Development Area:
Estimated 33 acres
Commercial Office:
385,000 SF@4.6 FAR=
1.77 million SF
Residential:
7.6 acres @80 DU/A =
610 DU's
Visitor:
300 Room Hotel
Transit:
Under study

Block 1: Historic Depot
Amtrak Station
Commercial Uses
Block 2: Bus Facility Air-Rights
Bus Facility-Ground Floor
Storefront Retail
Commercial Office
Hotel
Block 3: Commercial Office
Storefront Retail
Commercial Office
Block 4: Parking Garage AirRights
Public Parking Structure
Commercial Office

Block 5: Commercial Office
Storefront Retail
Commercial Office
Block 6: Commercial
Storefront Retail
Commercial Office
Block 7: Residential Mixed-Use
Storefront Retail
Residential
Block 8: Residential Mixed-Use
Storefront Retail
Residential
Block 9: Residential
Community Facility
Residential

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/14/01 DRAFT
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Gateway Plaza

Parkside Cafe

Mid-rise Office Address

The Intermodal Station Area will be an evolving mixed-use
neighborhood of homes, shops, parks, employment and
visitor facilities. It is more than a transit facility.
New Neighborhood
An interconnected set of new
places are included in the
Preliminary Concept Plan. The
streets are an extension of the city
grid. The Concept also considers
how adjacent land uses expand into
the site from the CBD, County
Government Complex, Old
Sacramento, and Alkali Flat.
Historic Depot Gateway and
Plaza
A gateway plaza arrival plaza is
recreated in front of the historic
depot. A grove of palm trees frame
the depot's facade and arrival
plaza.

Transit Village Park
A village green provides a setting
for the Central Shops, rail arrival, a
hotel, residential neighborhood, and
cafes.
Park Hotel
Overlooking the village park and rail
arrival area is a 300 room hotel.
The hotel provides an architectural
backdrop and active streetscape
edge for the park.
Shopping Street
G Street is envisioned as a mixeduse shopping address. It will
become the primary access route
for traffic and pedestrians from the
east.

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/14/01 DRAFT
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Passenger Lobby

Passenger Platforms

The Historic Depot is the gateway to the Intermodal Station
'District. The Concept strives to maintain the original passenger rail functions, sense of arrival and passenger experience.
Axes
The Historic Depot is organized
around primary and secondary
axes. The primary axis links a forecourt, main entry, arcades, and
tracks. The secondary north-south
axes are perpendicular to the
entrance and connect rooms flanking the main lobby.

Departure and Arrival Experience
The Concept provides for patrons to
experience the building as it was
originally designed. This includes
the original sense of departure and
arrival through the main portals.
REA Building

sition in scale and entry experience.
This includes moving from a large
plaza space, under a low entry
canopy and then into a two-story
lobby.
Views
Views from the interior spaces,
streets and other facilities are an
important consideration. This
includes framed and filtered views.
Ornament and Detail
Original architectural features and
details would be preserved in the
historic structures and emulated,
but not copied, in new buildings.

Spatial Progression
The Concept reintroduces the tranSACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/14/01 DRAFT
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Transportation Facilities
KEY
^1. Historic Depot/Drop-off and Short Term
earking
Amtrak Ticketing
Amtrak Waiting Room
^
Amtrak Administrative Offices
\ Passenger Amenities
'2, REA'Buiiding
EN e Station
Ad 'nistrative Offices
Passetvger Amenities
$. RT Tr\a psit Mall ^
LAK Platforrq@
%
Layover Trains^and Buses
4inner-city Buses
\
5.Xqter-city Buse`s
6. qQncourse . \
\ \ Circulation \
Passenger A
\
7. Dr -off and Short
8. Railljlatforms

G Street

-- ----- HStreet --

The transportation strategy for the
Intermodal Station optimizes access, provides a long-term circulation framework
and features the site's historic assets.

3rd
Street
Offic

pffice

East-West Cross Section
H
Street

G
Street
I

9

Hotel

^;-Depot

LRT

_
nn nn ,,. . ^
Buses

North-South Cross Section

Rail Platform

Circulation Framework
An overall circulation
framework has been
developed-at a conceptual
level for the site. This
includes vehicular, rail and
pedestrian pathways.
Access
The Intermodal Station will
become a busy hub of
cars and buses. The
Concept enhances the
vehicular access to the
site by moving principal
entry from I Street to 6th
and 7th Streets.

Phased Approach
The Concept assumes a
phased approach to transit
facilities and roadway
development.
Preservation
The historic depot maintains its prominence in the
Concept Plan. It will be an
an active facility providing
access to all the transportation modes in the station development.
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Transportation Facilities

Local Street
4 Lane Collector Street
O Intermodal District
Access Point

• Passenger Drop-off
^---►

Two-way Street

-> One-way Street

Auto Access
Key Features

• Two-way Streets
• Access from G, H, 5th and 3rd (future) Streets
• Two drop-off areas for auto's, taxis and shuttles
• Two short-term parking lots (90 spaces)
• One block of day parking (550 spaces)

DP-Day Parking
SP-Short-term Parking
SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/14/01 DRAFT
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Transportation Facilities

Shuttle and Taxi Stand

Bus

Inter and Inner-city Bus
Terminal

rRT, RT Transit Mall
L__J

B us Access
Key Features
• Access from G, H, 6th and 7th Streets
• RT Transit Mall for passenger boarding and layover buses
• Concourse Bus Terminal
• Two taxi and shuttle stops
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Transportation facilities

^ miii; imi Lightrail
______Rail Technology
Museum Connection to
Old Sacramento and
Main Line
RT Transit Mall
Inter-city Rail Platforms
n ^ Future High Speed Rail

Rail Access
Key Features
• LRT on 7th to Airport/North Natomas
• LRT on H Street to Folsom
• RT Transit Mall for passenger boarding and layover trains
• Inter-city rail passenger platforms at north end of concourse
• RR Technology Museum rail to Old Sacramento and Main Line
• Future high speed rail platform
• Freight line

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/14/01 DRAFT
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Transportation Facilities

Primary
Pedestrian
Circulation

Pedestrians
Key Features
• Alkali Flat/County Complex via G Street Mixed-use
• CBD access via 5th Street Mixed-use and Depot
• Old Sacramento via H Street
• Central Shops via Rail Platform Concourse
• Railroad Technology Museum via Rail Platform Concourse

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/14/01 DRAFT
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Preliminary
Alternatives
Alternative 1
Program Summary
Net Development Area: Est. 40.0 acres
Office: 1.54 MSF
Residential: 784 DU's
Visitor Commercial: 114,000 SF
Comments
+ Depot primary part of intermodal station
+ Accessible to Central Shops
- Tracks separate development from CBD
- Rail alignment
- Irregular shaped parcels

Alternative 2
Program Summary
Net Development Area: Est. 35.0 acres
Office: 1.73 MSF
Residential: 560 DU's
Visitor Commercial: 255,000 SF
Comments
+Transit village park
+ Rail alignment

- Depot not primary part of station
- Office adjacent to Alkali Flat

Alternative 3
Program Summary
Net Development Area: Est. 33 acres
Office: 1.15 MSF
Residential: 664 DU's
Visitor Commercial: 366,000 SF
Comments
+Transit village park
+ Rail alignment
+Visitor uses/hotel central location
- Depot not primary part of station
- Office adjacent to Alkali Flat

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/14/01 DRAFT
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Exhibit B

Phase;ll.and Phase II
Of the Sacramento'Intermodal Station Planning Process
.

^
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Phase II of the planning process will involve the following key activities:
A. Transportation Facility Planning; including program refinement, development of a
the transportation facility schematic plan, and cost estimation.
B. Roadway and Track Engineering: the engineering effort will plot road and rail track
right-of-ways layout; verify vertical relationships between roadways and the tracks,
highway piers, and underpasses.
C. Schematic Plan (Land Use/Urban-Design) Development: further development of
land use and urban design eoncepts. will demonstrate how the character of spaces
and place design concepts: wilWe incorporated into:,the Schematic Plan
D. Economics/Feasibility: The:;feasi.bility_.of financing the. transportation facilities will be
an integral part of the Phase, 11. Consultants will prepare a model for evaluating the
balance between funding phased> development:,of the intermodal, with likely private
and public funding sources:.;:;:
WORK PRODUCTS
r ,.
1. Schematic Plan for the Sacramentol-lrrtermodal Station and-surrounding Land Development Program : City staff and.the City's consultants will refine the
recommended development concept forthe intermodal fransportation facility and
related land-use development prograrn This efforts will result in the development of a
Schematic Plan.
2. Prepare Implementation/Action Plan;.-,;;City staff and the;.City's consultants will prepare aschedule implementation actions items. Staff will prepare a schedule of implementation
actions for the intermodal station which is to address the following:
a. Approval of Intermodal program
b. Identify preliminary: costs,,.and, funding sources
c. Identify phasing of intermodaf::.;
d. Identify roles and responsibilities for public agencies.
e. Identify roles and responsibilities ,of property owner/developers

f.

Prepare implementation:schedule:

3. Recommended Amendment Paekage:"i:City staff will identify and recommend a
package of amendments to the City's=adopted Railyards:Specific Plan,
Railyards/Richards Boulevard' Ar_..
,:f.. .. . Element, and Finance Plan. Submittal of
^. a^Fa'cility
the amendment package shouldbe^sconcurrentwith the'completion of the Phase II
planning process.
::. .: .....:.: .r.: : °
COMMUNITY INPUT DURING PHASE;I:I ;',
n

Community process: Community participation will continue to be vital to the refinement
of the draft Preliminary Concept.and•;draft;I;mplementation and Action Plan. Staff
proposed to continue to meet with the representative Working Group, and conduct
community workshops to,,solicit;;community input and comments. Workshops with the
Design Review/Preservation Board and the Planning Commission will also be
scheduled during the Phase I.Itplanning=p.rocess.

PHASE II SCHEDULE
•

^

:r;;^^3:^r.;;'-"<^::'r: :`4,

,.. .

Staff estimates that Phase II of the planning process will take approximately 90 days, more
than the 60 days previously outlined in the Council approved schedule for the planning
process.
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Sacramento Depot Area Master Plan
Month
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PHASE ONE: Preliminary Concept Plan
Task 1. Alternatives
Task 2. Concept Evaluation
Task. 3. Preliminary Concept
PHASE TWO: Concept and Action Plan
Task 1. Concept Plan Development
Task 2. Implementation and Action Plan
PHASE THREE: Entitlement
Update/Amendment Process

Task 1. Amend Plan
Task 2. DDA
MeetingsA. Community Workshop #1-Alternative Futures
B. Community Workshop #2-Review of Alternatives
C. PC/DRPB-Review of Preliminary Concept
D. City Council-Review of Preliminary Concept
E. Community Workshop #3-Presentation of
Concept Plan
F. PC/DRPB-Review of Concept Plan

G. City Council-Review Draft Concept and Action
Plan
H. Public Hearings

Preliminary
Concept Plan

Concept and
Action Plan

?

WESTERN OFFICE

NATIONAL TRUST
fi,HiSTORIC PRESERVATION

May 22, 2001
The Honorable Heather Fargo
'Mayor, City of Sacramento
City Hall
915 I Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Mayor Fargo:
On behalf of the National Trust for Historic Preservation, I am writing with regard to the
future use of the SP Rail Depot and REA building. I urge the City Council to allow
consideration of a full range of alternatives, including use of the depot as an active train
station with the tracks in their current location, as proposed by the Save Our Rail Depot
Coalition.
By virtue of their listing in the National Register of Historic Places, the depot and REA
building are subject to legal protections intended to minimize adverse impacts on their
historic integrity. The National Trust supports the restoration and expansion of the
historic station and retention of the tracks at the depot to provide the best use of these.
resources and the opportunity for the most effective, efficient and convenient
transportation center. Maintaining the depot as a rail station at its current location will
help ensure its continued vitality, whereas relocation of the tracks could have a
significant adverse impact on its historic significance by jeopardizing the very function
for which it was built.
Sincerely,

Michael Buhler
Regional Attorney
Western Office

cc:

Members, Sacramento City Council
Save Our Rail Depot Coalition
Ptotecft the irreplaceable
I
V-"

ONE SUTTER STREET • SUITE 707
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 941 04
415.956.0610

• FAX: 415.956.0837

WRO@NTHP.-0RC
Serving! AK, At CA, 111, ID.

NV. OR. WA & PACIFIC ISLAND T6AAiT0AlES

NATIONAL OFFICE
1785 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW
WASHINGTON. DC. 20036
WWW.NATIONALTRUBT.ORG
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DowntownDevelopment:Gmup ,

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL.PLANNING PROCESS
City Design Review/Preservation,Board Comments
On Preliminary Alternatives ,
May 16, 2001.
'The following is a summary of comments presented by the City Design.
Review/Prese.rvation Board on the Preliminary Concept for the,future Sacramento
Intermodal Station, taken at`the.May 16, 2001 regular Board r-fteeting'.

General Comments: The 'Preliminary Concept appears to be clear an.d concise. It
presents a compelling argument.
I-5 Ramp: The Board questioned whythe, l-5 ramp was being shown relocated;:
given staff's stated concerns about the cost and technical challenges of relocating"

-the ramp. Staff responded that, the concept 'of relocating the ramp -to create an at-grade connection. across I Street has strong community support, and that the,
concept should be included and evaluated within the *planning process. The City,.
currentV has adopted'an objective of relocating the ramp within the Railyards
Specific Plan.. That is the default policy until it is amended out of the City's Central

City Community Plan circulation element.,
Track Alignment Option C: A board member noted that track alignment option C;
appears to be the only option that meets the needs of the transit operators.
Comments on SORD Plan: Board .members noted that the Preliminary Concept
generally responded to SORD's objectives. Board members who had attended the
. City consultant evaluation of the SORD plan discussed the technical constraints
`inherent in relocating the, I Street on-ramp to G Street, as proposed in the SORD
plan. °A Board.member'questioned whether SORD currently, supports the SORD
plan as the preferred concept for.the intermodal station.
Connectivity to Old Sacramento: Board members requested that the connectivity
to Old Sacramento be addressed in more detail when the Preliminary Concept is
refined.
Building on Our History -Creating the Place to Be.
City of Sacramento
Economic Development Department.
1030 Fifteenth Street, Suite 250, Sacramento, CA - 95814' -

. Tel-9,16.264.7223, Fax 916:264.8161, www.cityofsacramento.org/dwntwri

6.

Gateway. PlazaNillage Green: Board members supported the concept of the
Gateway Plaza, and Village Green but requested more information on, how these,
areas would function.

7.

High Rise Office Towers: Board members expressed concern that high rise office
towers not block view corridors of the downtown skyline or the central shops. Board
members also noted that the development of high rise on the Railyards site is
beneficial, and represents the migration of dense office uses to the north, both to
the Railyards and the Richards Boulevard areas - and away from neighborhoods to
the east and south:
Utilization of Depot with Track Alignment Option C: There were questions
about how the City would ensure that the Depot continue to be utilized as the
"Gateway" and focal point with relocation of the tracks. One board member
commented that the investment in the Depot and design of the plan would ensure
that the.Depot would not be abandoned in the future.

9.

Walking Distances: Many Board members commented that the walking distance
from the Depot to track alignment C was not unreasonable'., However, the comment
was also made that the walking distance would matter to the disabled or the elderly,
and provisions should be made, such as establishment of a people-mover system,
to assist those who would be challenged by the added distance.

10.

Public Participation Process: Board members commented that the public
process had not worked to create consensus. There were questions of why this,,
had occurred given the large number of areas where there appears to be "areas of
agreement".

11.

Connectivity to Downtown: The Preliminary Concept has hot focused in on 'the `important issue of how the site will be reconnected with downtown, and there should
be more focus on this issue during concept refinement.

12.

Concourse: The Board members commented that a grade separated concourse
should be created between the Depot and the realigned tracks to elevate patrons
from the busy light rail and bus traffic on .H Street.

1,3:

Gateway Boulevard: The Board requested that the connectivity of Gateway
Boulevard to. the'site be.addressed in future presentations.

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL PLANNING PROCESS
City Planning Commission Comments
On Preliminary Concept
May 17, 2001.

The following is a summary of the City Planning Commission's comments on the
Preliminary Concept for the Sacramento Intermodal taken at the Commission's May 17,
2001 special meeting.
1. Preliminary Concept: Commissioners commented that the Preliminary Concept was
a great improvement over the level of analysis provided at the March 8, 2001 Planning
Commission meeting. It is much more coherent and cohesive.
2. Alternative energy requirements: A Commissioner suggested that in the future;
development be required^to consider incorporation of emerging technologies (i.e, solar
power, fuel cell technology), and that this review be required during design review, or
before a building permit is issued.
3. .Parking: A Commissioner commented that the location of parking should be close to
Historic Depot, recognizing that for those with baggage, proximity of parking to Amtrak
baggage handling would be critical. Currently, the Preliminary Concept shows the
location of.long term parking at least one block from all transit modes.
4. 'SQRD Plan Comments: Commissioners were.unhappy with the distribution of the late
distribution of the consultants comments on the SORD plan (distributed at the meeting)
which did not allow sufficient time for review prior to 'the meeting.
5. Concourse: A commissioner recommended that the concourse be designed with a
canopy or other covering to protect passengers from inclement weather, direct sunlight,
etc. This is particularly important when passengers are carrying baggage.
6.- Land for residential: A Commissioner requested clarification on the amount of land
dedicated for residential. Staff responded that this was unknown, given the general intent for mixed use.
7. Central Shops: A Commissioner requested confirmation that the Central Shops would
be preserved and adaptively reused. Staff confirmed that the Preliminary Concept
envisions continued use of a portion of the buildings for the State Rail Technology
Museum, but that a master plan would need to be developed to address uses in the
remainder of the buildings.

8. CEQA Review: A Commissioner requested how and when CEQA would commence;
given the Mayor's negotiated deal points, which cite CEQA review of all alternatives.
'Staff has recommended CEQA review commence as part of Phase III of the planning
process, but that schedule would be expedited by the submittal of.an amendmentapplication by Union Pacific, which could occur within 45-days (according to UP
Attorney, Roy Brewer).
9. CEQA alternatives: A Commissioner requested confirmation that all track alignments.
would be analyzed for purposes of CEQA. Staff responded that this would be the
inte!

OFFICE OF THE
MAYOR
HEATHER FARGO
MAYOR

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA

May 22, 2001

Honorable Members, Sacramento City Council
City Hall ..

CITY HALL
ROOM 205
915 1 STREET
SACRAMENTO,CA
95814-2608
PH 916-264-5300
FAX 916-264-7680
TDD (ONLY) 264-5819
E-MAIL' hfargo@citvofsacmmento.org

.Dear Colleagues:
Tonight we have a tremendous opportunity to move forward with a project that
has an enormous impact on our Downtown, Old Sacramento, Alkali Flat and
Richards Boulevard neighborhoods as well as providing a key transportation hub
for our entire region.
On Thursday, May 17, 2001, Councilmember Steve Cohn and I successfully
negotiated Principles of Agreement. related to the Sacramento Intermodal Station
with representatives of the City of Sacramento, County of Sacramento, the
Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Alliance (SITA) and the Save Our Rail
Depot (SORD) groups.
The signed. Principles of Agreement are attached to this letter with a Resolution
for your consideration and action.
It is my hope that you will support the Principles of Agreement. I believe we have
made a tremendous step forward in achieving our ultimate goal of preserving and
enhancing Sacramento's history while improving public transportation, pedestrian
and traffic access throughout the Intermodal Station area.
I salute the efforts and dedication of all of the people who have passionately and
professionally worked through workshops, meetings and negotiations to preserve
our heritage and enhance our future.
Sincerely,

jtazL---1
HEATHER FARGO
Mayor

RESOLUTION NO.
ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
ON DATE OF
A RESOLUTION REGARDING POLICY DIRECTION RELATED TO THE
SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL PLANNING PROCESS
WHEREAS, representatives of the City of-Sacramento; the. County of
Sacramento, Save Our Rail Depot, and the Sacramento Intermodal
Transportation Alliance have agreed to Principles of Agreement Related to the
Sacramento Intermodal Station on May .17,.20.01.
WHEREAS, said principles call for the retention of the Historic Depot as the
grand pedestrian gateway and core facility for the Intermodal Station; and
WHEREAS, the Union Pacific Railroad has agreed to develop their application
for development of 37 acres adhering to the Principles of Agreement dated May
17, 2001 and using features embodied in the draft Preliminary Concept dated
May 11, 2001.
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO
AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. The City of Sacramento has completed Phase I of the Sacramento
Intermodal Station Planning Process, resulting in the draft Preliminary Concept
dated May 11, 2001; however this action does not constitute approval of a
specific plan for the Sacramento Intermodal Station.
Section 2. The City Council directs the staff to proceed with the next phase of the
Sacramento Intermodal Station Planning Process; by commencing an
environmental analysis of the Sacramento Intermodal Station with track
alignment Option C, as the preferred alternative for purposes of the project
description. Such environmental analysis shall be prepared in accordance with
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and shall include alternative
track alignments and shall examine the full range of potential impacts upon the
Sacramento Railyards Site including both the 37=acre area and the northern 200
acres area. Staff is directed to report back to the City Council within sixty days
(60) days with a recommended work program with cost estimates and. a
recommended community participation process for the next phase of,the
Sacramento Intermodal Station Planning Process.
Section 3. With this resolution City Council concurs and supports the attached
Principles of Agreement'Related to the Intermodal Station dated May 17, , -2001.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

SAVE OUR RAIL DEPOT
A COALITION FOR SACRAMENTO'S
TRANSPORTATION FLITURE.

May 22, 2001
Mayor and City Council
City of Sacramento
City Hall
1015 Eye Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE: Staff Report Attached to Item I 3.2 of 5/22/2001 Council Agenda
Gentlepersons:
The Save Our Rail Depot Coalition in item Number I of its May 17, 2001 agreement with the Mayor
and the rail providers has consented to allow Alignment C to be designated as "the preferred
alternative for purposes of project description" in exchange for agreement by the Mayor and the rail
providers that the "staff proceed with an environmental analysis." Our understanding is that any,
significant de-linking of these two elements would void the agreement.
For this reason, it is necessary to set aside the staff report in its entirety, because the staff report
contains findings and proposed policy directions which are in conflict with the May 17, 2001
agreement. Most significantly, the staff report outlines a process enumerated on page 6 that
proposes to begin project implementation activity before the environmental process is initiated. This
would preclude a properly detailed analysis of all reasonable alternatives with full public input inside
the environmental process, delay the project needlessly, and seriously harm the chances of the
project receiving state or federal funding.
To preserve the May 17, 2001 Agreement and advance the project expeditiously to a stage where it
can be seriously considered by funding agencies, we request that the Council act to set aside the
entire staff report and its appendices. Additionally, we have attached a brief summary list including
some of our additional concerns on the staff report.

Kay Knepprath
Chair, Save Our Rail Depot Coalition
Attachment: Summary List of SORD Concerns about Staff Report and Appendices
. Cc: Members, SORD Steering Committee

P.O. Box 188439 Sacramento CA 95818-8439

Tel. (916) 491-2640 www.SORDcoalition.org

.l,

5/22/01 Attachment to Letter from SORD to Mayor and City Council
RE: Staff Report Attached to Item 13.2 of 5/22/2001 Council Agenda

SUMMARY LIST OF SORD CONCERNS ABOUT STAFF REPORT AND APPENDICES
I) Concerns About Evenhandedness. For a period of six months throughout the process, the
SORD plan was not recognized as an alternative. Only after requests from the Design Review/
Preservation Board and the Planning Commission was it analyzed. A summary of this analysis was
released only five days ago, as part of City Staffs May 17 memorandum to the Planning Commission,
and the full analysis of alternatives A, B, and C was only made available upon our request through
the city clerk's office yesterday. The consultant report incorrectly describes the engineering details
of SORD's proposal, despite our repeated efforts to educate city staff and the consultant and
correct the record. (Please also reference summary SORD response on this issue, with further
details to be submitted.)
2) Unreliable Data Remains. The staff report contains inaccurate and undocumented data
throughout. For example, the information presented by the staff report about Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) access requirements is entirely incorrect, even after SORD presented staff
and the consultant with information to correct the record. Likewise, ridership data quoted for
Amtrak and Greyhound still includes double-counting of passengers and includes passengers who
travel through Sacramento as being generated by Sacramento, an issue we raised as early as January.
Double-counting of Capitol Corridor bus transfers as bus riders, then as train riders, boosted current year Amtrak rides by about 80,000. The 1.4 million Greyhound passenger count includes
nearly I million passengers who travel through Sacramento. Failure to validate this data has led to
inflated projections for future years. It will also'lead to bad planning decisions unless it is rectified.
3) Based on a Flawed Community Process. Recommendations of the Working Group, which
consisted primarily of city consultants, railroad consultants, and rail stakeholders meeting during
work hours, should not be used in place of public input. To protect the opportunity to successfully
capture state and federal funding, we as a community must be able to show that project decisions
were made on the basis of proper public participation.
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RESPONSE TO STAFF COMMENTS ON SORD PLAN (Attachment C-3)
Dated: March 17, 2001 Attachment C-3 made available to public May 21, 2001

Response to Staff Introduction
The introduction would leave the reader to believe that this concept was first submitted
on March 22, 2001. While the staffs report states, "...the concept was submitted late in
the Phase 1 planning process," the fact is that SORD submitted two concept plans on
January 10, 2001.1 That submittal included two concept options 1) expanding the track
capacity at the existing track location, 2) moving the tracks north, parallel to the SITA
(Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Alliance) proposal but some 300 feet closer to
the existing station. Neither one of these alternatives were directly analyzed by the City's
consultants. SORD continued in the interim to make, more detailed"engineering plans for
the alignment of the tracks at the station.
The track alignment drawing that staff referenced was made with the following
assumptions that SORD had understood to be the concerns of SITA:
1)
2)3)

Provide Union Pacific Railroad with the straightest track alignment for
maximizing freight speeds through the site.
Maximize the straight platform lengths for operations.
Eliminate the diamond crossing on Union Pacific's mainline track for access to
planned State Railroad Technology Museum, the historical connection between
the river front trackage and the shops buildings complex.

The SORD Plan of March 22, 2001 was a more detailed plan for responding to the
railroad operations as options to be studied. Through this process more options became
apparent regarding vehicular circulation and facilities operations after extensive research
and consultation with other rail operators. The spirit of this plan, as in all the material
SORD has presented to staff and Council, was to foster a dialogue for alternatives. The
following goals were incorporated into the SORD Concept Plan of Match 22, 2001:
1)

Propose options for. rail and vehicular improvements phased over time such as
the following:
a. Separate passenger rail service from freight service in the station area. The
SITA plan mixed freight service through the passenger platform facility,
(as does the City's Consultant's Option Q.

b. Suggestion that Light Rail service could be extended south via Third
Street from the Station to West Sacramento on the Tower Bridge (as was
in place as early as the 1930's). This alignment could be accomplished
with or without the removal of the I-Street on-ramp and signalized control
of the intersection at Third and I Street.

1 Save Our Rail Depot, "Save Our Rail Depot Coalition: Issues Paper Submittal No.1, January 10, 2001.

c. Focus attention on regional transportation districts/agencies to consider
Public control of Public transportation facilities. This suggestion was in
concert with the goals set in the Amtrak California Passenger Rail System
Five-Year Improvement Plan2 which is in keeping with targeted
improvements to the southern end of the Capitol Corridor as "a first step
in creating a.dedicated passenger rail corridor from Oakland to San Jose,
will provide local, regional, and statewide connectivity without interfering
with freight operations." See further discussion in response below.-,
The statement made in the staff report the "The City's consultant team has completed its
review with the assistance of SORD representatives who prepared the concept" does not
accurately portray the process and Attachment C-3 offers no commentary on the dialogue
of that-meeting of 20 April. The following will clarify our position and assumptions.

SORD Response to Staff and City. Consultant Comments
A. Characteristics of SORD ;proposed rail track alignment
The SORD Concept Alignment plan was designed using Union Pacific Railroad
Engineering Standards for Union Pacific mainline operations. A copy of this plan was
presented to Amtrak by SORD representatives at Amtrak West headquarters in Oakland.
Following that meeting a copy of the plan was sent to Amtrak West CEO Gil Malery and
a separate. copy to Ronald Poulsen, Director of Amtrak High Speed Rail, at his request.
To date, SORD has not received a response or commentary from Amtrak on this plan,
and a tele-conference with Mr. Poulsen was canceled by Mr. Poulsen and SORD's
attempts to reschedule have not been reciprocated. Neither Amtrak nor Union Pacific or
Railroad Museum representatives were in .the consultant meeting of April 20, 2001.
Railroad Museum diamond crossing: Diamond crossings are high-maintenance track
components on high capacity rail corridors. Union Pacific has stated publicly, that its
policy is to eliminate diamond crossings. wherever possible as a cost-saving measure.
Diamond crossings are not uncommon in railroads, SORD` representatives who were
toured through the operations of Los Angeles Union Station found a wide variety of
diamond crossings, slip switches, and number 8 turnout switches in operation without any
impact on operations. Quite to the contrary, the only way LA Union Station and many
other stations such as Caltrain at San Francisco station and San Jose, could not operate atfull capacity without these switch configurations. This is not to say that maintenance is
not an issue, however, since this cross-over is not on the freight mainline, subjected to the
heavy loads and wear, a maintenance agreement could be made between the controlling
parties.

Public Operated and Maintained track: The consultants assume that the SORD plan
suggests public control of the station tracks to "deviate from a number of key operating
2 Amtrak, "California Passenger Rail System Five-year Improvement Plan Summary Report" May 15,
2000, revised Final June 15, 2000page 14. Also note similar reference to dedicated passenger corridor goals
are contained in Amtrak's 20-year plan dated March 2001.

rail requirements. The is a basisless assumption and is does not reflect SORD's
presentation of design intent to City staff and consultants on 20 April: Furthermore, the
plan does not rely on this operational structure. A few minor adjustments to track
alignments would`remedy the operational concerns that the consultants have referenced
below are addressed in the following response.
Nonetheless, as SORD has continually pointed to true optimization of passenger rail
service, and since Union Pacific is adverse to increase maintenance costs, the SORD plan
suggests that a new maintenance and operational structure be researched in insuring the
optimization of passenger service at the Sacramento Station: The above examples of the
Penninsula corridor, Caltrain and literally dozens of other examples throughout the
country where public passenger facilities are operated. Other local examples include but.'
are not limited to:
Port of Oakland
Port of Sacramento

San .Diego Station, were Amtrak is negotiating ownership of the Santa Fe Station from
the Catellus Corporation.,
Clearly the operators of the Capitol Corridor and future commuter lines would benefit
from having, the entire corridor dedicated to passenger service and the SORD proposal
offers up that possibility for long-term planning discussions. However, the staff report is
grossly in error in stating that the SORD Plan assumes that the City "would become a
railroad operator." No,mention of City as maintainer or operator of rail facilities was
discussed at the meeting of 20 April, 2001. This is a clear misstatement of SORD's
position.
a. For the tracks under 1-5, there is insufficient distance, between the center of track to
the face of approximately six (6) highway str.ucture columns. The minimum dimension
that has be 'provided is 18 feet.
Union Pacific Railroad Standard Drawing 0035 (see Appendix) depicts a minimum 18
feet clearance to an overpass column. ^ This, drawing is included in a.publication of Union
Pacific covering design and construction of new grade separation structures. This
standard is not'applicable to the project in Sacramento because the separated highway
structure already exists and the project envisions the rearranging. the underlying trackage.
Clearances to the existing bridge columns are governed by the California Public Utilities
Commission General Order No. 26-D. Minimum side clearance is stated in Section 3.2 to
be 8'-6", with one (1) foot widening on curves required by Section 3.16. A footnote to
Section 3.2 states:

"Note: Post, pipes, warning signs and similar obstructions should, where
practicable, have' a side clearance of ten (10) feet."
The SORD plan allows the UPRR mainline far greater than the 18'=0" minimum
standard.-'
SORD contacted Caltrans Rail Division and their standards for clearance for passenger
operations and maintenance are 9'-6" and 10'-6" respectively.

The bottom line here is that if UPRR is relenting to the 18'-0" standard in the station the
following modifications to the SORD Concept Plan could be made:
Track No. 4 move`No. 10 turnout seventy-five feet to the west.
Track No. 5 lay-over spur reduce by 100 feet or eliminate.
No other 18'-0" clearance reductions. apply. The railroad Museum trackwill be governed
by PUC 26-D as shown in the SORD plan and those four columns comply with this,
standard.
b. The SORD layout assumes reinstallation of diamond crossings. Union Pacific Railroad
has removed the existing diamond crossing and^will notpermit reinstallation of one.

The response to this item was covered above but iszre-cited here. for clarity:
Railroad Museum diamond crossing: Diamond crossings are high=maintenance track
components on high capacity rail corridors. Union Pacific has stated publicly that its
policy is to eliminate diamond crossings wherever possible as a cost-saving measure.
Diamond crossings are not uncommon in railroads, SORD representatives who were
toured through the operations.ofLos Angeles Union Station found a wide-variety.of
diamond crossings, slip switches, and number 8 turnout switches in operationwithout any
impact on operations. Quite to the contrary, the only way LA Union Station and many.
other stations such as Caltrainat San Francisco station and San Jose, could not operate at
full capacity without these switch configurations: This is not to say that maintenance is
not an issue, however, since this cross-over is not on the freight mainline, subjected-to the
heavy-loads and wear, a maintenance agreement could be made between the controlling.
parties.
c. There are four curves for the Railroad Museum that exceeds their criteria of maximum
fourteen (14): degree curve.
The SITA'plan submitted January 2001 to-the City, of Sacramento notates a curve for the
Railroad Museum track at the, transition curve around the Museum to be (17.7) degrees in
curvature. The SORD proposal is_(15.92) degrees.or approximately (36.27) feet
difference in radial dimension. At.this sharpness.of curvature the incremental reduction-in
the radius of the curve can begin to preclude 'the ability of certain. rail equipment to
negotiate the curve. However, the use of concrete ties would hold track in place 'and
would allow locomotives to operate over sharper degrees of curvature. As .,an illustration
of severe but tolerable mainline operations in service today .that compare or exceed the
Museum's restriction are 1) Cantara Loop, 14 degree curve, and 2) Gore Canyon, 16
degree.
d. The platform-should end or start prior to the PC or Pt of the curve. The SORD layout
shows that portions of the car would overhang over the safety zone on the platform. This
means that the SORD platforms are somewhat shorter (-50 ft) than indicated, in the plan.
The point of curvature (PC) is illustrated on the drawing and is only ten (10) feet short er
on platform no. 4 and five (5) feet shorter on platform no. 6. This distinction. is negligible
at this level of conceptual design. Furthermore, the point of curvature is moving away

from the platform and in no way poses a problem with gap distances, especially since all
systems in California do not use high (roll-on) platforms as are used on the East Coast
and on subway and BART systems.3
e. The west end of the southern track of the northern platform is not a practical
operation arrangement. All the turnouts on Union Pacific track would have switch
machines that are operated by the railroad at a remote location. You do not want a train
to run through the turnout and [then] have some[one] [throw] the switch manually. [sic]
in order-to back the train to that location of the platform.
The track in reference is track no. 5. The intent of this "tail track" was 'to provide
additional track length for overnight storage of Intercity trains. Utilizing the tail track
results platform no. 5 having 1280 ft length which.is sufficient _to hold two 6.car trains
with locomotives. If the operators find 'this arrangement not necessary or problematic, the
tail track and switch can be eliminated and the platform shortened correspondingly to a
length of approximately 950 feet on the tangent.
f The train, would have to'stop east of the turnout on the west end of northern track of
platform in the center.. This is to provide clearance for a train either entering or
leaving the other track.

This comment apparently references track-no. 4: Yes, this is understood. That is why the
effective platform length is listed as. 1025 feet and not 1175 feet if we were to include the
platform ^ length through the switch.
g. SORD's stated platform lengths for each track. from the south to the north are 1140;
1300, 1220 960, 870 & 1230. feet. The useable platforms may be shorter.
Actually, this is not accurate. Our stated lengths and usable lengths on this drawing are as
follows:

1150 ft
Track no. 1
1312 ft
Track no. 2
1267 ft
Track' no. 3
Track no. 4. 1025 ft
1280 ft
Track no. 5
1248 ft
Track no. 6

see d. above usable length to PC 1015 ft.. see d. above1usable length to PC 1243 ft.

It should be'noted that the SITA plan submitted in the Technical Brief dated January
2001 does not contain straight tangent platform lengths much over 1200 ft., when scaled
on the *drawing (drawing scaled provided of l inch=300 ft.)

3 The consultant's reference to safety zone is ambiguous as to its reference. SORD assumes that the
reference is to "gaps'" on curved platforms. The gap condition does not exist on straight platforms in West
Coast operations since all station design standards including Capitol Corridor "Policy on train. Stations",
which states minimum standards as 600 ft. platforms elevated 8 inches above the top of rail, thus
necessitating a step up condition to the. car floor level. A gap clearance condition between a platform level
with the floor of the passenger car is an impossibility with current design standards for rail passenger
,
,service on the West Coast.

h., The speed of tracks on the east end of the platform would be maximum of 20 mph
without super-elevation, which is not shown in SORD's plan.
This is consistant with station operation. The maximum speed for a no. 10 -switch is 15
mph and higher speeds in stations would not be acceptable for passengers waiting on
platforms in the station. The track curvature is consistant with the existing tracks of
(10.42) degrees and speeds set at 20 mph
i. The special track work shown on the north-south line adjacent to Th street is not a
good operational arrangement. There are simpler arrangements that would be more
functional.

This is a constructive comment. The slip switch arrangement is not necessary if the crossover was located west of the 7th street bridge. More comments like this might lead to an
actual dialogue to work together to find a solution, instead of an offensive/defensive
arrangement that has been in place for over a year.
j. The special track work shown on the north-south line adjacent to 7th street is not a
good operational arrangement.
If the consultants have. not been given the information to make a determination on this
extremely important point, then the depth of their entire analysis, in SORD's opinion is
specious. SORD went to greatlengths to determine the placement of the 7`h Street
structure, as well as, the freeway structure location on the west side of the yards. In the
zase of 7th Street, the location of the bridge structure I was plotted from construction
documents obtained on this project. The freeway structure was obtained from Caltrans asbuilt drawings dated 3-21-69. Both structures were plotted by dimensional data given and
referenced to existing survey information.
Since the tracks in the SORD plan conform to the existing alignment at that crossing, and
that if the construction start date for the grade separation is September 2001, and will be
c^mpleted well in advance of any possible movement of existing passenger facilities, the
7 Street structure must have been designed to accommodate the existing track

:alignment. If it does not, then the entirety of this public process holds a predetermined
outcome, that violates the public's expectation of a fair and honesty process and use of
,
public funds.
-A. Characteristics of proposed traffic circulation plan
The SORD proposed traffic circulation plan does not extend the pattern of
downtown street•circulation through the site. It provides no north-south access
other than existing two-lane 7* Street.
This is true on this concept,plan. Our earlier submittals (Jan. 10, 2001) illustrated a 5h
Street grade separation instead of G Street. G Street.
• The SORD plan proposes a relocation of the 1-5 "1 " Street on-ramp north to G
Street.

•

The SORD proposal does not rely on the G Street on-ramp.. It is proposed as a new
opportunity for study to remedying the obtrusive I Street on-ramp that severely impacts
pedestrian and vehicular movement to the station site.
s The freewayramp extension of "G" Street via an underpass under, the proposed track alignment does not appear workable.
SORD has used as models, several grade separated crossings in the Bay Area,.
Contra Costa County and Bakersfield. The parameters are well within the norm of
conceptual study and are presented as such, the variables regarding track platform
lengths, number of platforms, etc. will have directed bearing on the parameters of
the grade separation.
The G Street ramp underpass under the UPRR Mainline cuts off access to the
adjacent development parcels.

•

All grade separated crossings curtail access along their edges.
The only access to either the intermodalfacility or the development parcels will
be from the. north, through the one underpass.

•

This is the same condition that is presented in the SITA Plan and consultants :
proposal., Anil Verma has indicatedthat the site may well be dedicated primarily
to transportation uses in order to accommodate the magnitude of transportation
related uses: This was the assumption under the SORD Concept as well. The
circulation plan was desgned primarily for transit destination and access at the
street level. Many complementary uses would occur at and above the second level
and utilize air-rights development, and bridge. connections over the trackage
where necessary like many urban stations around the world.
•'

The future `G' Street Ramp to North bound I-S, as shown, would be a major
impediment to the development of the property for both transportation and private
development.

SORD does not agree with this interpretation without further study.
•

Circulation of the site for pedestrians and bicyclists would have to overcome two
separate rail alignments and the. creation of a new freeway ramp through, the site
that must f rst.go under the passenger tracks, then ascend to clear the freight
tracks.

Refer to above response to comments.
•

The circulation pattern created by the bifurcated rail line and the new freeway
ramp.landlocks all development parcels.

Refer to above response to comments.
•

The future "G" Street Ramp" to Northbound 1-5 cannot be accessed by a major
portion of the development parcels. This would make G Street inaccessible to
both -transit and any private development on'those parcels.

•

It is not desirable to have eastbound traffic on. "G" Street rise up from the
underpass, then immediately approach an intersection, . then access the ramp onto

I-5. You would not be permitted to locate an access to the 3.5 acre parcel just
before the beginning of the ramp to 1-5. Likewise, access/egress from the 2.3 acre
site is nearly impossible, as shown. It is unlikely that any bus or automobile
traffic would be able to access the 4.1 acre parcel, which while not stated in
SORD's plan, is assumed to serve transit.

SORD refers the reader to, the example of Railroad Avenue in Pitsburgh,: CA.for a
similar and successful, situation.
Due the late availability of the Consultants Analysis of the SORD Proposal and
the Consultants exhibits, B1, B2 and B3 which were not available to us through
the City Clerks Office, we have been unable to complete this response. SORD
will complete its review of the above mentioned documents-and submit to the

City Council and City Staff May 29; 2001.
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Regional
Transit
Sacramento Regional
Transit District
A Public Transit Agency
and Equal Opportunity Employer

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 2110
Sacramento, CA 95812-2110

Administrative Office:
1400 29th Street

DATE:

May 22, 2001

TO:

Sacramento City Council Members

FROM:

Pilka RobinsoyGeneral Manager

SUBJ:

Downtown UP Rail Depot

Sacramento, CA 95816
(916) 321-2800
29th St. Light Rail Station/
Bus 36,38,50,67,68

Light Rail Office:
2700 Academy Way
Sacramento, CA 95815
(916) 648-8400

Public Transit Since 1973

Attached is a copy of the, set of principles presented to the RT Board of
Directors regarding RT's_ interests with respect to the Downtown UP
Rail Depot.
We look forward to the development of the Depot and providing light
rail service to it in 2003.
I can be reached at (916) 321-2989, if you have any questions or wish
to discuss the issue further.
Enclosure
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Date

Open/Closed
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Item

Issue
Date

05/14/01

Open

information

04/19/01

subject: Direction on Principles Regarding RT Use of the Historic Depot
ISSUE
Provide direction to staff regarding RT's use of the historic SP Depot by both Light Rail and
Buses.
RECOMMENDED ACTION
Board Discussion and Direction
FISCAL IMPACT

None at this time.
DISCUSSION
Over the past several months, RT staff has had numerous meetings with City staff, the SITA and
SORD groups and their supporters regarding RT's interest in using the SP Depot at-4th &
Streets. Current plans call for Light Rail to be extended into the depot property during 2002, with., operations, between the SP Depot and Folsom commencing in late 2003: In addition, the,
northerly extension of 7th Street under the Union Pacific mainline will eliminate the on-street
terminal used by several, of RT's bus routes at its current location..of 7th and "G" Streets.
RT Staff would like to review with the Board what it feels are the "Guiding Principles" for RT use
of the SP Depot Complex as the decision time for the City Council gets closer:
1. Ease. of connections from/to RT service with Amtrak trains and buses, Capitol Corridor
passenger trains, Greyhound intercity buses and other regional transportation providers
2. Access for RT patrons to transfer between its own bus and rail services
3. Accommodation of .-all. of RT's customers, including those who utilize complementary
paratransit service
.4. A facility that can provide pass & ticket sales as well as passenger information
5. An attractive, safe and secure location for our riders
6. Restroom facilities for our employees
7. Storage for up to 16 Light Rail Vehicles during off-peak hours
Approved:
1, 2-L L
General Manager
."

Presented:

Chief Operating Officer
GMISTRIC"RCOOUssue PapersG4P Depot Principles 041901.doc
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Date
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Information/Action
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Issue
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05/14/01

Open

Information

04/19/01

Direction on Principles Regarding RT Use of the Historicv Depot

8. Berthing for up to 8 RT large (40') buses with front or center door wheelchair accessibility
9. RT needs the ability to accommodate larger (45') or 60' articulated buses
10.2-3 Berths should accommodate complementary paratransit service vehicles
11. Dedicated right-of-way for a double track Light Rail station including 330' long platforms,
accessibility for elderly and disabled customers and fare vending equipment

12. RT needs the Depot project to consider our current schedule for LRT construction.
Engineering is at a 50% design level now, with construction scheduled for mid-year 2002.
13. RT staff recommends that any changes to our light rail configuration that result in increased
costs to RT.should be borne by the depot. project.
14. RT needs minimum radius curves, of 25m (82') for LRT trackage.
15. RT needs all Light Rail construction to 'be at grade. We cannot have an underground station
or a long underground approach due to fire/life safety concerns.
As the City Council approaches its decisions in the months ahead, it is important that RT needs
be incorporated in the overall plan for the future of the Depot.

Exhibit A
To Resolution

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA
MASTER PLAN

Preliminary Concept
May 11, 2001 Draft
Prepared by: City of Sacramento Downtown Development Department
With assistance by:
Intermodal Station Area Working Group
RACESTUDIO
Seifel Consulting, Inc.
Anil Verma Associates, Inc.
Winter and Company
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Introduction
On November 14, 2000, the City Council directed staff (Resolution 2000658) to establish a process for evaluating alternatives for the Sacramento
Intermodal Station and surrounding land development program within the
southern portion of the UP Railyards site. Since January 2001, City of
Sacramento staff and the City's consultants have been conducting a community participation process, and this Preliminary Concept represents a
combination of the "key features" identified in the initial phase. of the planning process.
Alternatives Approach
The Preliminary Concept was
developed through an "alternatives
analysis" approach that involved a
community participation process
and independent consultant analysis of issues and constraints.
Two community workshops have
been held to seek input into the
development of the alternatives and
key features that resulted in the
Preliminary Concept. The first community workshop was held on
January 24, 2001 and provided the
opportunity for the community to
participate in a group planning
effort. The second Community
workshop was held on February 28,
2001, included an evaluation of preliminary alternatives (see page 11)
and community participation in suggesting ways in which those alternatives could be improved.

opment of a Preliminary Concept
around these key features was
seen as the logical progression in
identifying a preferred concept.
The Preliminary Concept
The Preliminary Concept provides
for a balance between historic
preservation, transportation, and
land use objectives, and is being
presented as a discussion piece for
the community. The concept is a
tool for promoting dialogue between
the stakeholders, not as the staff or
consultant recommended solution
for meeting various stakeholders
objectives. The Preliminary
Concept will be modified and
improved through input from the
community, with the ultimate, goal of
providing a new vision for the
Sacramento Intermodal Station
Area Master Plan.

Review of the Preliminary
Alternatives with the Working
Group, Design Review/Preservation
Board,,and Planning Commission
resulted in identification of "key features" or plan elements. The devel-

Above:
January 24, 2001 workshop teams
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The Preliminary Concept for the 37.5 acre Intermodal Station Area balances the community's preservation, economic development and transportation objectives. The Concept uses
the historic depot as its centerpiece; provides for a long range and phased solution for
transit; and creates a new accessible address that complements Downtown.
Historic Depot Primary Role in
Intermodal Station
The historic rail station is the gateway to the district. It is the principal
transit portal and facility for the
intermodal station. The waiting
room and plaza would be restored
to enhance the arrival experience
and reflect the original design.
Amtrak ticketing, transit offices, and
passenger amenities will be located
in the depot and REA building.

Capacity for Long Range Transit
Needs
The future passenger estimates
indicate over 3,000 people a day

will be arriving at the intermodal
station in 2020. The intermodal station plan can be implemented in
phases to respond to utilization,
funding, and development opportunities. The Concept anticipates the
eventual removal and relocation of
the I Street freeway ramp and reestablishing a 4th Street pedestrian
connection to the depot plaza.

Joint Development
The transit facilities are conceived
as joint development opportunity
sites. The air-rights parcels over the
bus and parking facilities will be
developed as commercial uses.

New Places
An interconnected set of new
places are included in the
Preliminary Concept Plan. A gateway arrival plaza is recreated in
front of the historic depot. A village
green provides a setting for the
Central Shops, rail arrival, a parkside hotel, residential neighborhood, and cafes. G Street is envisioned as a mixed-use shopping
address. It will become the primary
access route for traffic and pedestrians from the east.

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/11/01 DRAFT
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The Intermodal Station area land use concept emphasizes creation of a mixed-use neighborhood. Each block has a mix of uses that enliven the street and create desirable business and residential addresses.
Program Summary

Block 1: Historic Depot
Amtrak Station
Commercial Uses

Block 5: Commercial Office
Storefront Retail
Commercial Office

Net Development Area:
Estimated 33 acres
Commercial Office:
385,000 SF@4.6 FAR=
1.77 million SF
Residential:
7.6 acres®80 DU/A =
610 DU's
Visitor:
300 Room Hotel
Transit:
Under study

Block 2: Bus Facility Air-Rights
Bus Facility-Ground Floor
Storefront Retail
Commercial Office

Block 6: Commercial
Storefront Retail
Commercial Office

Hotel
Block 3: Commercial Office
Storefront Retail
Commercial Office
Block 4: Parking Garage AirRights

Public Parking Structure
Commercial Office

Block 7: Residential Mixed-Use
Storefront Retail
Residential

Block 8: Residential Mixed-Use
Storefront Retail
Residential
Block 9: Residential
Community Facility
Residential

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/1 1/01 DRAFT
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Gateway Plaza

The Intermodal Station Area will be an evolving mixed-use
neighborhood of homes, shops, parks, employment and
visitor facilities. It is more than a transit facility.
New Neighborhood

Parkside Cafe

An interconnected set of new
places are included in the
Preliminary Concept Plan. The
streets are an extension of the city
grid. The Concept also considers
how adjacent land uses expand into
the site from the CBD, County
Government Complex, Old
Sacramento, and Alkali Flat.
Historic Depot Gateway and
Plaza

Mid-rise Office Address

A gateway plaza arrival plaza is
recreated in front of the historic
depot. A grove of palm trees frame
the depot's facade and arrival
plaza.

Transit Village Park
A village green provides a setting
for the Central Shops, rail arrival, a
hotel, residential neighborhood, and
cafes.
Park Hotel

Overlooking the village park and rail
arrival area is a 300 room hotel.
The hotel provides an architectural
backdrop and active streetscape
edge for the park.
Shopping Street
G Street is envisioned as a mixeduse shopping address. It will
become the primary access route
for traffic and pedestrians from the
east.
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Passenger Lobby

Passenger Platforms

The Historic Depot is the gateway to the Intermodal Station
District. The Concept strives to maintain the original passenger rail functions, sense of arrival and passenger experience.
Axes
The Historic Depot is organized
around primary and secondary
axes. The primary axis links a forecourt, main entry, arcades, and
tracks. The secondary north-south
axes are perpendicular to the
entrance and connect rooms flanking the main lobby.

Departure and Arrival Experience
The Concept provides for patrons to
experience the building as it was
originally designed. This includes
the original sense of departure and
arrival through the main portals.
REA Building

sition in scale and entry experience.
This includes moving from a large
plaza space, under a low entry
canopy and then into .a two-story
lobby.

Views
Views from the interior spaces,
streets and other facilities are an
important consideration. This
includes framed and filtered views.
Ornament and Detail
Original architectural features and
details would be preserved in the
historic structures and emulated,
but not copied, in new buildings.

Spatial Progression
The Concept reintroduces the tranSACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/1 1/01 DRAFT
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Transportation Facilities
Amtrak Ticketing
Amtrak Waiting Room
Amtrak Administrative Offices
\• Passenger Amenities
"2-,REA Building
EN e Station
Ad(r nistrative Offices
Passelvyer Amenities
$ RT Tracsit Malt
LRK PlatforRs
\
Layover Trains^and Buses
\
;inner-city Bur#es
5:qqter-city Buse`s.
6. 4;Qncourse
\.\ Circulation ^
^.
Passenger A
7. Dr -off and Short
8. Rail'kt'iatforms

The transportation strategy for the
Intermodal Station optimizes access, provides a long-term circulation framework
and features the site's historic assets.

East-West Cross Section
H
Street

G
Street

Hotel

-Depot

LRT- ' - - : Buses'

North-South Cross Section

Rail Platform

Circulation Framework
An overall circulation
framework has been
-developed at a conceptual
level for the site. This
includes vehicular, rail and
pedestrian pathways.
Access
The Intermodal Station will
become a busy hub of
cars and buses. The
Concept enhances the
vehicular access to the
site by moving principal
entry from I Street to 6th
and 7th Streets.

Phased Approach

The Concept assumes a
phased approach to transit
facilities and roadway
development.
Preservation
The historic depot maintains its prominence in the
Concept Plan. It will be an
an active facility providing
access to all the transportation modes in the station development.
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Transportation Facilities

► ^^ °^9'!R^^' _a

^^ ^

0^'GLnI^^^

G Street^

^I^\^•^^^

c-7

^._

Wwo_ ,^^^
H Street `-"'
-,

•.-^-^.^.c_:,^.,..__^e^ id^_d

Local Street
4 Lane Collector Street
Intermodal District

Access Point
• Passenger Drop-off
^---►

Two-way Street

--> One-way Street

Auto Access
Key Features
• Two-way Streets
• Access from G, H, 5th and 3rd ( future) Streets
• Two drop-off areas for auto's, taxis and shuttles
• Two short-term parking lots (90 spaces)
• One block of day parking (550 spaces)

DP-Day Parking
SP-Short-term Parking
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Transportation Facilities

E
Bus

Shuttle and Taxi Stand

Inter and Inner-city Bus
Terminal

rRT, RT Transit Mall
L__J

Bus Access
Key Features

• Access from G, H, 6th and 7th Streets
• RT Transit Mall for passenger boarding and layover buses
• Concourse Bus Terminal

• Two taxi and shuttle stops
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Transportation Facilities

^ ^ ^ Lightrail
______Rail Technology
Museum Connection to
Old Sacramento and
Main Line

RT

RT Transit Mall
Inter-city Rail Platforms

^ n ^ Future High Speed Rail

Rail Access
Key Features
• LRT on 7th to Airport/North Natomas
• LRT on H Street to Folsom
• RT Transit Mall for passenger boarding and layover trains
• Inter-city rail passenger platforms at north end of concourse
• RR Technology Museum rail to Old Sacramento and Main Line
• Future high speed rail platform
• Freight line

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/1 1/01 DRAFT
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Transportation Facilities

Primary
Pedestrian
Circulation

Pedestrians
Key Features
• Alkali Flat/County Complex via G Street Mixed-use
• CBD access via 5th Street Mixed-use and Depot

• Old Sacramento via H Street
• Central Shops via Rail Platform Concourse
• Railroad Technology Museum via Rail Platform Concourse
SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/1 1/01 DRAFT
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Preliminary
Alternatives
Alternative 1
Program Summary
Net Development Area: Est. 40.0 acres
Office: 1.54 MSF

Residential: 784 DU's
Visitor Commercial: 114,000 SF
Comments
+ Depot primary part of intermodal station
+ Accessible to Central Shops
- Tracks separate development from CBD
- Rail alignment

- Irregular shaped parcels

Alternative 2
Program Summary
Net Development Area: Est. 35.0 acres
Office: 1.73 MSF
Residential: 560 DU's
Visitor Commercial: 255,000 SF
Comments
+Transit village park
+ Rail alignment

- Depot not primary part of station
- Office adjacent to Alkali Flat

Alternative 3
Program Summary
Net Development Area: Est. 33 acres
Office: 1.15 MSF
Residential: 664 DU's
Visitor Commercial: 366,000 SF
Comments
+Transit village park
+ Rail alignment
+Visitor uses/hotel central location
- Depot not primary part of station
- Office adjacent to Alkali Flat

SACRAMENTO INTERMODAL STATION AREA MASTER PLAN • 5/1 1/01 DRAFT
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The Southern Pacific Depot in
Sacramento: Preservation Issues:::,
P11

B

Railroads played a major role in the early history of Sacramento,-,,.'
and the Southern Pacific Depot complex is a key-element in
understanding that story. This memorandum provides an over-"'
view of historic preservation issues associated with the Southern
Pacific Depot. in' downtown
;
r ,. Sacramento
.
I
4

f

Canopies over the main entries
reduce the scale-of the building as a
pedestrian approaches, while also
strongly signaling the "way in",along,
the primary axis.

It is not a definitive analysis of the depot, as an historic structure
report would be; and it is not a summary of a consensus of viewpoints'among stakeholders. Its 'purpose" is to help frame the
discussion of planning alternatives for the organization of func' tions in the complex as it_is improved to accommodate, increasing'.
'numbers.of,travelers..To do so,'.some initial observations are
provided about design details and organiiational'^concepts`that =_•- -apertobimnudestaghiorclnfae
of. the property:.A more: detailed analysis and extensive research
may reveal other. important concepts as well.

, ,Preservation in the. Twenty=first Centur;
First, it is important-to note that preservation generally does not
mean freezing a.tiuildmg; or a complex"of structures, in time. Only
in limited cases are historic buildings used as museums to inter-. :
pret a specific:moment in history. The vast majority of structures- remain in active,use or have be returned to^seniice.This reflects
an evolution in preservation, theory that occurred over=the past
thirty years as cultural conseniation,effortsmatured and broader

economic and community development considerations were
'better understood.
,
, . - . ..,
.
..
, . _-.
Early preservation efforts'did;'n fact, : focus :on preserving
vidua,l buildings, in. isolation,, in memory of an important person or
event; Theywere essentially.kept.as objects and often' were
furnished and exhibited as though the original occupants were
still in residence. While . one could "see" how a building appeared''
historically, it Was not the.intent to use it actively, or experience it,
as one did originally.
^
Only a limited number' of buildings can, :as a practical manner, be
preserved this.way, however:.Over time, citizens, began to ,advo= °,:
cate the preservation of a wider range of,properties. To 'do so' .struceofnw vrtdeusinorthav
viable. functions. The term "adaptive use" became popular as a=,
result. A house may be converted to offices, for example, or a
retail space may be changed into office use :

Winter & Gorripariy
^. ..:...

. . . ..
,,,,
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In these cases; while the building itself was presenied; our ability
to-experience the building as its earlier occupants did may not ."
have been. Adaptive use is still an important preservation strat=
egy, :because many buildings cannot be used as they Were histori-"
cally. However, today, :the preferred preservation approach is to,,
.use, and experience, an historic building in a manner`similar to: ':the way in which earlier occupants would have., This is especially;
desirable for prominent civic structures-that were used by numerous;,people, such asjhe.Southern Pacific Depot
That is to say,,preserving the historic use, its level of importance^:
and the overall sense of its function and relationship to its•;setting:
are important goals. A building should not be preserved simply as
an artifact, but as a living ,"organism "

Change.;andHstoric Resources
Afundamental concept ofhistoric preseniation-is that the key,
character=defining features*of a property should be preserved
and that the resource should retain sufficient;integrity of materials,

Large'expanses. of glass are key
.features 'o many rooms in rhe depot

structure and detail that one can consider it to be of historic -

significance. This does not....mean,
,. of.course, that no change
should occur. Reasonable accommodation of.new functional
needs can; and should be permitted: However, such changes
should be devised to minimize alteration to the essential features

,,;,

..

.

.

or to the. way in :which the property is experienced:
_,.
•.
.
- -.
,.
..
,..
In the case of the Southern Pacific Depot complex, change is a:

:. . . :

.
._ .

_

part of the history: Buildings and site features were added over :
time, and thereforea part ofahecharacter of.the place is its
continuing evolution..This provides a cue that other changes can
'occur to, accommodate new needs, but;again;' that such changes
should still preserve the essential features of the complex:,
.
..,, . . :
. :-- : _
. . ..
,.,
^: s... .:
.>.

ey. Character-Defining Features
,:....;
,
. ..
...
y., :..v .
..,.
. ..:"
r. .
.
;..-.. : . . .
-'If the Southern Pacific Depot complex'is to 4e preserved'while
also maintaining the "historical experience,":it is' important to
identify. its key, character=defining features. At acursory Ievei,
these include*the'details of the architecture,including its style,
form and materials. These are indeed important, but there 'are
also more. fundamental features, that- should. be`respected which'.,

relate to the manner in which the site is organized and the spaces
";of the buildings-.are arranged. It includes the visual and physical
connections that exist among individual buildings-and-structures
as well as,the manner in which theylare experienced_ in space:and
time.,Afew.of these features are introduced, on thfollowing
pages
Winter & Company,

,
. .,
. __, .,
.- ..
,In addition to the main terminal, a variety of other buildings an
site features contribute to the character of the complex

Sacramento Depot PreServation lssue5 `•

Design Cues at the Southern Pacific
Depot
The historic Southern Pacific Depot provides a wide range of
important design cues that can be reinterpreted" in contemporary-."
ways in.;new additions, and infill. It is important to understand the
2 'framework of design elementsset.forth here and the manner in ' "'
which they are used

xesThe major functions of the -depot, andthe complex at large, are.,,.
organized along a few very basic axes: Historically, these would

have felt even stronger than they do today. Nonetheless, they are :
still some of the most important.character-defining.feature's of-this
historic resource.
For example, the primary entrance leads from t^'te forecourt

through the main entry, past-arcades out to the tracks: The basic'
circulation of.the building -is,defined this way. In some cases,._.-,,
circulation routes subdivide, such as when an underground
passageway conveys passengers to outlying concourses.
A second, and very important axis, is perpendicular to the one
leading through the front door: It instead connects rooms-that: ..'
flank the main lobby. These spaces are separated by arcades'..-',,
This, too; is an important design cue-,

iJ
»

^;,,^^F,^1^j A
2

• Historically, a circular drop,off would have. emphasized the
An axis perpendicular to'the entry line leads
ill-defzned
parking
main organizational axis of the complex as one first arrived^
from the forecourt (now an
To'day.screening along the edge of the property blocks this.*.-.
lot) to buildings beyond: This organization
: primary viewexperienceand, the transitional elements that
should be continued throughout the complex.
once existed in the landscape design are missing

Wlnter.&, Company
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An important concept in preservation for the depot is maintaining _:the original sense bf,departure and arrival through the portals at .:'
the north and south facades into the main gallery and the'n out the `"
opposing wall. Ideally, any new development:scenario would keep..
this 'experience," not simply as, a symbolic one,, but also a genuine

'. This, clockface is hidden by a'

functional one as well. That is, the majority, or at least"a sigrnfi
cant number,of :patrons using the complex :should still move
through;this space..'itshould not be relegated to being a pre
served artifact with no major function:

suspended ceiling: Such details, the heart of preservation is a' goal to continue to'experience
should'be revealed and resrored:ro
older buildings.inttie sanie.manner in which they were designed
enlaven the ezperienceof the building.

and functioned originally. However, this. may not be feasible in all
instances.-While adaptive useis certainly in the pr.eservationist's
tool kit, it should be considered.only when preserving the historic
function and'Ievel of importance:is no longer feasible
In the caseof-thedepot, the sense.of arrival, and^the experience

'.of-purchasing andscheduling departures in the grand lobby is-as
-important as preserv..ing the brick and plaster itself .. =

pY s i^.^ "

The sense of arrival is somewhat diminished with alterations.;
to the northfacade.

Winter & Company
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patial' Progressions ,
One key theme is -the" use of a. sense of "progression" from one'.
spaceor:function to another .This is.experienced outside'in the
sequence of entering the building: This experience would have
"been much.stronger historically, 'when other landscape elements;.
,'contributed to this concept. Inessence ; one passes'through a
series of outdoor spaces along. an axis. During the course of this, "
experience', the scale of the space changes;views are controlled

:,,"'Canopies are used to step down the
scale of the building immediately at
" the facade plane., This provides a"."=
dramatic contrast to the large volume
,of the_mainlobby itself. This :`.
expansion, and contraction of space is
a key charaeter-defining feature that ._•
should be preserved. It also provides
a cue for use of this technique. in;,
other portions of the complex ::,

...and details vary. Changing scale', from large open spaces, to
smaller; enclosed ones, and then opening up again is a.classic ....technique at play here „ ;

The concept of a. "progression" of spatial.
experiences is illustrated at the main entry. Here,
,;.
a row.of•street lights defines the edge of the
sidewalk, while beyond a row of canopies
creates a somewhat more enclosed transition.

The spatial progression of `.`exiting." the building
was. equally dramatic, perhaps more so than
entering. This. sense of departure is'akey character
that would be experienced best
-defing.atur
.', 'when large nuinbers of people are passing through

Relatedto.the:interconnectedness of buildings and spaces is a`. ;;
range of view experiences. that exist.in the depot complex. Histori-;'
cally, the most compelling view was most likely the one from the .
'street, approaching a courtyard and drop-off area. This was
located on axis with the main entrance to the building., Many view
,axes exist in the complex; including , one along-the front of the
building to other structures to the east: At the same, time, other
places exist where panoramic views are available, and still others.
are filtered through screen devices, as noted later.: '.

Roofs of the first floor portions of the
historic depot provide opportunities
for outdoor'viewing. experiences: In
.'addition;..they suggest a design , : . .
element that could be repeated in
other, new construction.

tiew opportunities froin the depot to the downtown skyline
should be esploited.
Views from the building entry back
into downtown were also important -: '
historically,. This axial relationship is
more dipcult.to perceive today. ; : - . .
Reestablishing this sense of order
'should be considered

View corridors from the concourses to structures beyond are
also important character=defining features-thatshould be
respected

Wv7ter & Company
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While copying the historic details for.newer,buildings should
generally be discouraged, the use of ornamentation, is a tech
;nique to be considered. In this case, ornament'is.used.to define;

- edges; cap wall.planes,and provide a sense of scale

Ornament. is used to define edges, cap.
wall planes and provide a sense of
scale. ' ..

,Screens and Filtering Devices
While the overall composition of the depot is quite straightforward,
.interest is created with' a series of screens, arcades and balus
trades that filter views toobjects and rooms beyond. These at
once define individual spaces while allowing them toremain
visually connected to other, adjoining ones. This sense of
interconnectedness is an essentialingr.edient.to the public spaces,:
in the complex

Balustrades on the roof of the one='
story portion of the depot provide
ornamentation, while also filtering
views totrain sheds beyond The, use
! of such "transparent" elements to,.'
defirie functionaj edges is adesign ,
technique to be considered
throughout the'development .=

M
nter & 'Gompany,'
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Credentials
Winter & Company specializes in 'consulting services in design.
review; urban design 'and historic preservatiori
: , :. with public^offices;.
..
, Service, many st: aE e preservation
._. clients include. the 'National Park
offices and numerous local governments
The firm is acknowledged natioiially for the development of design ;•
guidelines thatinfluencethe character of development forhistoric
districts and for helping conuriuruties to implement design, review ^'
`through local regulatory systems.
,.
;•
Consulting ,iii.buildirig"rehabilitation',an d restoration are`,alsopro=
vided to property owners and architects through the sister company
of Winter; Kramer & Jessup, -LLC. Services include-adapt ive use
. . .feasibility, studies; technical restoratton research, coordination with :
'federal', state.-and local preservation agencies and design assistance °
_ .
,1 ;
.
Nore Winter is recognizedthroughout the preservation profession for "
his.pioneering work in design guidelines and in helping strengthen .:;
their use by training localpreservation commissions; He has worked
, . in historic. districts in .more than 40 states and brings a national
. perspective on.appropriate design standards.
:.
..
His companyhas provided Design Review Planning and Training for
,. .- a wide range of special'locations; including the couriries,of Hawai'i
and the City of Boston, Other commission training venues'include,
New York-City;.Charleston, South Carolina and Indianapolis. He has
also assisted the cities of Austin; Atlanta, Denver,-Salt Lake 'City, .
Little Rock; 'and Memphis in Cdeveloping their. new preservation

guidelines:, Work in California includes the communities of-Carmel,
.'Davis; Napa, and Pasadena
-He, participated in the National-Park Services' recent review and
revision of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings and also contributed to the Park Services'
He is `past .
Preservation
Brief on Additions to Historic Structures,..._
.
Chairman of the National Alliance of Preservation Commissions In
1999, the Rocky Mountain Regional chapter of the American Insti., . _of Distinc- `` .
. of Architects presented Mr: Winter With its "Award
_. tute
tion";for promoting design and•preservation. Projects have received
awards in-. California, Colorado; Missouri,-Tennessee," Utah, and `;;
Washington
,
..
t _ .t . . .
,
._
.._. . .
.
,.
..
,... ,
.:_
w: .
..,..
:. -.
Mr. Winter is based in-Boulder; Colorado. He holds a Bachelor's
,-degree' in architecture from Tulane University and a Masters in`,'
Architecture'and UrbanDesign from UCLA
Winter & Gorripany •,"°
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1.0

Background

This memorandum presents the economic analysis conducted by Seifel:Consulting,.lncJor the
preliminary planning alternatives for Sacramento Railyards.Intermodal Station Area.. This analysis
was presented in summary form in a series of community workshops and working group. meetings
that were conducted in January through March.2001:

The,Railyards property is- located in the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area (see
Figure 1': Historic Depot and Railyards Location), immediately to the north of the City's existing
' central business district. This property and the. surrounding. Project Area were the subject of an
extensive Specific Plan process in the early. 1990s: :A framework of'regulatory and
implementation documents was approved by the City Council, but development has =t occurred,
for the following reasons:
1.

Relocation of the mainline tracks has not occurred, and the Railyards site remains
isolated and inaccessible..

2. The infrastructure costs of the approved plan are excessive..;
3. The plan objectives for, the initial phase of development called for high rise class-A,
office; a market that has been captured by the existing Central Business District.
=4.", Interested developers have been uncertain about the. regulatory timeframe for having_
development approved. on the site
5.' A number of speculative projects (Knott's Berry Farm; The.Mills Project, downtown
Ballpark) have been discussed but not pursued.
. ,.
., .
^ 6. : A recessionary market followed approval of the plan in the early-1990's:, ,,

•,

It was anticipated that new development on the Railyards site would generate-substantial tax`
increment revenue to.the Redevelopment Agency. The lack of development to date has yielded, :
no tax increment revenue generation by the site, and tax increment revenue generation by the
balance. of the Richards Boulevard Project Area. has been minimal. Tax increment revenues were .
"anticipated to be a major funding source forthe extensive infrastructure and public facilities..
required for the Railyards site and Richards Boulevard Project Area. , To date, none of the .

' envisioned public improvements or amenities have been constructed., The Agency has minimaf .,.;
bonding capacity, and the time limit for incurring bonded indebtedness is imminent (Year 2009) It as also anticipated that development would occur equally in the Railyards and Richards
Boulevard planning areas, resulting in significant contribution of development impacts fees to fund public infrastructure. Both planning areas have not seen growth; and have been caught in a;
.chicken or the egg" dilemma.. In particular,-the inability to develop the Railyards site has
prevented access to the Richards Boulevard Area, access that would be realized by the
development of the connecting roadways.

. .. , .,,. :....
.
:
:
The City is now conducting a planning process to establish a "marketable" plan for-the southern --;.:' ,
Railyards District, which includes approximately 37-acres immediately adjacent to the Central
. key. :
Business,District. This establishment of.a regional serving intermodal transportation .center is
.. to development of the new master plan for the district
_

A coalition known as the Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Alliance (SITA) recently
' proposed a development concept for the front portion of the site; comprising approximately 37
acres. SITA is.a.coalition of local transit service providers and business interests, including Union
Pacific (the.landowner), the Sacramento Regional Transit Authority ( RT); Amtrak, Greyhound Bus
Lines and other local business. groups; including Capitol Station District, and the Old Sacramento
Merchants Group,, among others: The proposed development scheme would involve relocating

the existing railroad tracks=at the front of the site to an area north, of the existing historic train depot. Itwouldiadaptively reuse the existing historic train station for an alternate commercial use
(e:g.; fiotel and commercial retail,uses)'and would include construction of a new intermodal .
. <.
.
.- _
^..
.
_
.._
_. . . _
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Figure 1: Historic Depot and Railyards Location'

Highways and Roads
Interstates :
'- r`MaJorRoads.:,
Residential Streets

Ramps.:
.

Alleys

® Historic DepotParcel:(-4 acres) - ,
f,+0 Rallyards North Parcel (- 200:acres)-,
-M Railyards South Parcel (- 37.5 acres)
American & Sacramento Rivers
0 Old Sacramento.
ED Alkali Flat
^ Merdged Downtown Redevelopment Area
Richards Redevelopment Aria

,
;., . .. ,. , . . . ,
,.
terminal
rminal incorporating Amtrak, lightrail and Greyhound bus lines: This concept-would extend the.
existing d'owntown grid onto the. Union Pacific site, and would improve pedestrian linkages to Old
Sacramento (under the Freeway) and, to. K.Street (along Fifth Street).,,.,,':

Local preservationists have formed *a coalition known as the "Save Our Rail Depot" (SORD);.that'
is opposed to this development concept, since it does not preserve the train
station in its current '
,
use. SORD has proposed an alternative concept that leaves the existing'tracks in place and
continues the use of the historic train station, in its current use. Under this concept,"the existing
tracks would continue to serve as a barrier between the existing dovirntown.grid and the Union Pacific site.
At the direction of City Council, staff retained a team of:consultants to assist in developing a;'.
concept plan for the;intermodal facility related land use program.;that.is based on consensus:
among'the various stakeholders, community groups and City policymakers. This memorandum,
presents the economic analysis associated with this planning effort

Seifel Tech Memo DDG1.
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Summary of Findings_
..

.

,

.

The following are four key conclusions resulting :fro,m our analysis :
•

The City should pursue Initial catalyst projects: Development catalyst
projects, such as the proposed. Railroad Technology Museum; as well as the
investments in the intermodal station, are important precedents to the
establishment of an environment that will attract private development., These-keyprojects:will create roadway connections and other public infrastructure'that will'.,'",
create,capacity to serve development. These catalyst projects.will help create
public spaces; and establish the sense of place that is currently lacking on the
Railyards site. Thousands of daily visitors to the intermodal and to the new
museum will also support commercial retail uses on the site.
The City should pursue a realistic marketable land use program: Indications-,
are that the high-rise, "Class A° office. market is currently being captured by

. existing approved, 'or;pending downtown `projects. However, there are
opportunities to market the site to other types of private users looking for midrise, large floor plate buildings: Residential development is;also an opportunity, ;;.
but is not likely to occur in the initial phase, and not-without subsidy. There are
indications that-the market would support development of a 250-300.room hotel
on the Railyards site within the next five years.
Private development is critical to create revenues for funding pubiic.
infrastructure: The adopted Finance Plan and redevelopment area designation
are important resources for funding transportation improvements. While public
-fundingwill.also be necessary, a`review"of federal/st8te funding sources, '.`

indicates, the resources will be limited in the coming years, and there are a
number of other. City priority transportation projects competing for funding.
Therefore, private investment is key to achieving the transportation goals for the .

Sacramento Intermodal Station.
,
. . ...:
, ,.. .
.-:
Option C track relocation best option for development:" Relocation 'of the
mainline and passenger tracks north to Alignment Option C is key to creating :
marketabledevelopment parcels. This track alignment is the most efficient in
terms of creating connectivity to,existing downtown; creating the configuration-of.parcels attractive to.the market,;and accessibility necessary to market those;
parcels
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Developmelnt.Catalysts
Redevelopment of the Railyards site can be assisted by publ^cly-initiated projects that will lead
.: . the way for private investment.'- These type of development catalyst projects usually involve a

heavy public sector involvement.: The benefit to City is that they usually. result in the creation of
public infrastructure that serves private development, and these projects in turn create an
environment, or market support for the private-investment to follow: As noted in the'attached
case study, a 'number of plans for the Mission Bay area of San Francisco were adopted and then ;-:
abandoned until the public sector created the-initial catalyst projects. Key catalysts for
development. at Mission Bay included the new PacBell Ballpark (to the 'north of the site) and the ;
new UC San Francisco research campus (in Mission Bay south)..°
Generally, private investors need incentives to enter newdevelopment areas. The Railyards is. %•'.
major urban infill site which currently has no infrastructure, nor does it have any established
"sense of place" or address. Development catalysts can lead the way for the market to follow.

The opportunity.now exists for the Railyards to benefit from a number of proposed projects. Jhe
City is in the position to support three potential initiatives
that
could act as key catalysts for-'^
..
ivate investment.
_.
.
.. .
,
.
. '^.

3.1-The. Sacramento intermodal Station x:
Cities around the country have used major transportation hubs as opportunities for attracting
private investment. Many retail business will be attracted to a location that services thousands of
;transit patrons daily. Private office users will appreciate the location within walking distance of ..:
Capitol Corridor intercity rail, light rail, and bus transit. The investment in new roadways,. shared
use parking, and public plaza's will all benefit private users who can enter an established transit -`
district and share the public infrastructure.' The District will also benefit from the unique historical,
features of the Historic Depot and Central Shops building, and the transit uses that will continue .:
J6 serve within these structures.

3.2 State Railroad Technology Museum
The Railroad,Technology Museum, proposed to ' be developed in the former Southern Pacific
_;Centi-apShops,.is.;anticiPated-to -bea si9nifcant.catalY stforvi Po Pserving.commerciP;_
develo ment in the Intermodal Station Area. The Museum is proposed to be developed with
$45.million in non=local funding 'sources, including state transportation and park bond funds,
federal transportation funds, corporate philanthropyandprivate donations
,Building on local Sacramento heritage, the Railroad Technology Museum is.,the final mator':
development of the California State Railroad MuseumIn Sacramento, the largest. interpretive
railroad museum in'North America.'Attendance at the Museum has averaged over one-half.:
million visitors annually for the last ten years, with.an overall upward trend.:The.Railroad Museum
is actually a complex of six buildings within.the,Ol.d Sacramento State Historic Park . .The
centerpiece, the 100,000-square foot Museum of Railroad History, has attracted almost 340,000
Visitors annually for the past ten years, and-is one of Sacramento's top visitor attractions. -Given
the nature of proposed attractions at the Railroad Technology Museum,'its visitation is anticipated
to, be comparable to that of the Museum of Railroad History. This 'is anticipated
:
:to generate
,.
.
significant spin =off visitor activity in the lntermodal.Station Area.°> --. .

.3 DowntownArena
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In addition, there has been discussion about developing a new sports arena.downtown,;Which
might generate additional spin-off visitor activity in the Intermodal Station Area. If this happens;
the arena will need to be designed to be compatible with existing downtown development, since
arenas can be physical planning challenges (traditionally inwardly focussed).,. To the extent
possible, it should be developed with minimal City.investment, so-that it does not take funds.:

Figure 2: Railroad Technology Museum. :
The proposed Railroad Technology Museum, with
$45 million in funding, will,be a:rn or visitor
attraction on the Railyards site

_

;:.

Market 0pportuneties in the Ilntermodal Station Area
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Our identification of market opportunities was based on a review of recent markef studies
conducted for the Railyards site and otherlocations;in the.downtown; supplemented by anecdotal
information provided-through interviews with local developers and brokers

4.9 Office Market`Opport unities
According to a recent study prepared by Economics Research Associates (ERA); multi 4enant,.
privately owned 'buildings-in downtown Sacramento cun•ently tow- 8.6 million square feet of,
space, representing about 25 percent of all such space in the metropolitan region. ' Signifcant ;
competitive markets for downtown space"include the Highway 50,Corridor (about 8:4 million
square feet of multi-tenant space) and the cortibined. Natomas/Northgate/South: Natomas areas:
'(about 3.5 million square feet of multi-tenant space)
.
.
.. .
.
.
.
The State owns approximately 5 .8 million square feet of space in the downtown, and owns and
occupies an additional 2.4 million square feet of space in the immediate surrounding area: The
State leases approximately 1.86 million square-feet-of space from private providers,. equivalent to
21: percent of all multi-tenant office leased space in the Central business district
Over the past few years, downtown Sacramento has captured about 20 percent of regional
annual office absorption. ERA's analysis suggests that a new 500;000 square foot Class A office:
building in the downtown would likely take about four years to absorb Our interviews'* with
developers and brokers 'confirm that the, office for Class A space in the downtown is relatively

' limited, with one'new"Class A•office buildingbeingabsorbed every three to'five years,".on.
average.
Jo create an "address"; on the Railyards site, the. key is to,"complement", rather than compete
with the Central business *district, which,1s primarily a high-rise, Class "A" office market. To this'.
end, the Railyards should-offer a'high quality, larger floor plate mid-to low-rise product that is not
otherwise available downtown, which could attract high-end corporate users that are otherwise
locating to outlying areas of Sacramento (e.g.; Earthlink in South Natomas ande=Trade in
Rancho Cordova)
, ,_ . . .,
..
_
,.. .
.
... .
These high-tech corporate users"generally' employ a high proportion of.workers 35 years and
under who seek an environment:that also provides nearby restaurants; "entertainment and retail
services. This workforce demographic could generate demand for additional retail and
commercial service.uses in the near term, and potentially residential uses over the longer term

.
.
:, ..•
Rather than developing a suburban type product on the Railyards; the type office envisioned
, ' Would be in a mixed use district which incorporates large floor plate offices with high quality
finishes, structured parking and restaurants and retail services within walking distance:
Initial market opportunities might include one or two large-floorplate buildings (250,000. to 400,000
square feet),-.depending -upon ma^rket conditions at the time: In order to attract users wtio are .. .
used to suburban office parking standards, more parking may needed to be'provided,in initial
phases., This would likely be structured parking shared with transit or other.uses (or interim
surface-parking on lots slated for future development): .;Since this`area:is.envisioned to be a hub.,:;
for transit`and'intermodal activities, It is anticipated that the parking requirements. could be '

minimized ,in_subsequent phases
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.2. Residential Market Opportunities
According to ERA's analysis, there are currently approximately 18,500 residential units inthe ---.
greater downtown market area, accommodating approximately.39;000 residents: Although
precise-statistics are not available, many low density and older housing units in :the downtown

.,.have been demolished and their lots redeveloped with office and commercial services, .-".
neighborhood-serving-retail and personal services. Some existing housing units have also been
converted to low.-density office uses. :.
Most of the housing development in downtown Sacramento in the 1990's consisted of small infill
.; projects. City data indicates that 570 housing units have been built.in the downtown aeea:since
1990, equivalent to a 3 percent increase in inventory...
Inorder to create an °address" on the Railyards, a minimum critical mass of between 600 and
800 residential units would need to be developed, including neighborhood amenities (open space,",-..
and some.service and retail uses):
ERA's analysis concluded that "there does not appear to. be an, underlying market demand for:
:.. market-rate :housing unsupported; by public financial partnerships" [subsidies]. Recent anecdotal,-.-.
evidence provided through- inteivievirs w'ith'.developers confirms the.fnding that based'oncurrent
market rents and typical construction costs, residential development 'in downtown Sacramento
(both.market-rate'and affordable) requires subsidies in order to be financially viable., While
higher-priced housing rriight yield sufficient revenues to, be financially feasible to a developer; the
market for luxury residential. units in downtown Sacramento is not-very-deep.. We would.therefore
not recommend;`development of residential uses on the Railyards site as an initial phase-of:
development.

,..

. ., .

. ,.

_

However, residential uses might be incorporated into later phases as part of the larger mixed-use ''
urban-district envisioned for the Railyards: We would recomrnend_a.minirrium of 600 to 800 units,
including neighborhood amenities (small parks and open space), in order to create a critical mass.
sufficient to create an "address" on the Railyards site.

4.3 Retail Market Opportunities
According to ERA's Retail Analysis, downtown Sacramento is comprised of three primary retail
districts.
Downtown Plaza :
K Street'Mall (700. to 122.1 K Street) .
Old Sacramento
TOTAL

:"
:i^. .

1,193;000 Square Feet
438,181 Square Feet
310;090 Square Feet
1,941,27 Square. Feet
,.

: There is an estimated 500,000 to 750,000 square..feef of additional scattered retail uses
throughout the greater downtown area, yielding a total of 2.4 to 2.7-million square feet of.retail _
uses-in downtown Sacramento. In addition, proposed expansion of the K Street Mall could result in' the addition of between 300;000 and 400,000. square feet of retail uses in the downtown core.'
.
..
_,•.
,,. ,.,
:
In order to be non-corripetitive with these existing (and proposed) retail uses, the most
marketable uses in the Intermodal Station Area would include visitor-serving restaurant and retail'
uses to support visitors to the Railroad Museurri1 and transit users,`as well as. neighborhood retail':
and service uses to support office and residential development on the site. We would envision
.that this retail might be, developed as ;the ground,floor of office or residential uses in an urban. "
mixed setting
_._
.
.
.

....
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4 4,Hotel Market Opportun ►ties
.
,^.

^^

According recent research'conducted byPannell.Kerr'Fo^ster (PKF); there is projected to be
sufficient market demand within the next three to five :years for development of a 250 to 3001room
four-star quality hotel in the Intermodal Station Area of the Railyards site (comparable to the`
existing Hyatt Regencyor`.the new Sheraton):Due to9its centrai location, this hotel could attract.
clientele from all'market_sectors (commercial, group, leisure and contract visitors), with somewhat*

deeper penetration in the group meeting market than existing competitive facilities. To capitalize
on this demand; theRailyards hotel should include between 12;500 and.15,000 square feet of
meeting space.,
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The adopted Railyards/Richards Boulevard Area 'Infrastructure Financing Ptan is a development-.
driven plan that relies on transportation and facilities impact fees and tax increment revenues
generated by commercial development in the area, in addition to federal, state and regional..
funding. Particularly, in the initial stages of development (when there is little.t6no tax increment
generation), funding of-public improvements will rely heavily.on impact fees derived from private
development on the site. This underscores the importance of developing an economically ':
-feasible land use plan and creating a : developer-friendly environment
i..,
. ,..
.
._
,
,, .:.
Moreover, the plan will need to accommodate the operational requirements of the various
transportation providers, who will act as partners in, applying for state and federal funds. The-:
property owner, local community and city. policy makers will need to reach consensus on' funding
priorities in order to enhance their chances of obtaining funding: The menu of proposed projects_ ..:.
,which likely require funding in the Intermodal Station Area include: ,
•.: Rehabilitation of the Historic Depot
ip ,^^-New..Public.Plaza:Improvements,."::
•

Relocation- of Tracks

• " `Parking Structure(s) =
. :. New Intercity Bus Terminal
•

6' Street Underpass- .',
Pedestrian Grade Separations
Extension of S_ treet Grid

It will be important to sequence these public improvements`so as to enhance the marketability of
development "opportunity sites". . Figure 3 provides a general overview of the financing plan
components and their interrelationships.
Figure 3: -Railyards.Adopted Financing Plan

5.1, Loca/ Funding Sources {
.
^ : .. . .

1

..,

The adopted Railyards/Richards :Boulevard Financing Plan relied on two primary sources of local,
funding for.improvements on the.Railyards site: tax increment revenues and transportation, and,
facilities impact.fees.•
,.
To date, 'only: nominal tax increment^revenues have been generated by the Richards Boulevard •
Project Area, due to the lack of development that has occurred in the area. While the Financing
Plan also relied on tax-increment I revenues from the Downtown Project Area for funding those
improvements that benefit the downtown, use' of these revenues would require reprioritization of
projects currently programmed for funding from Downtown tax increment revenues:
Since the Financing Plan was implemented in September 1998, the City has collected about
$2 million in transportation impact fees from new development in the Richards Boulevard area and the downtown..AII of these fees will be committed to the 7th Street extension, project.
The Railyards has not:contributed to--the fee program, since there has been no'development in'.

trns area.
There is an additional $450,000-in outstanding commitments, for pending studies orconstruction.°...:
projects to be funded by the fee program . "
There are a number of entitled or pending projects in theRichards.BoulevardArea. (Discovery
Centre Office and Continental Plaza Phase IV) and the Downtown (Lot A, Metro Place and : -.- .::
Meridien) which will pay into the fee program. Based on likely phasing of the current
development proposals and the existing fee structure, these projects are estimated to contribute.
about $10.5 million in transportation impact fees over.#he next five years.
However, it should be noted that' the Finance Plan is overdue for its biannual update. The 1998
Finance Plan was predicated on 6 million square.fieet of commercial *office on the front 37 acres of.
the Railyards (the:,Intermodal Station Area), while.cunentplanning studies anticipate between
;1.0.and 2:0 million square feet of commercial uses in this area: In.addition, the level of
infrastructure to be funded through the fee program will also be changing..: Since both
components of the fee calculation will be changing, it cannot be determined at this point in time
whether the fees will be increased or reduced from their present level. -, ,:
Railyards Contribution to Fee Program
Residential .
Office
. : Retail
Public/
Per unit
'Per s.f.:
Pers. f
Cultural

Transportation
impact fee

$2,815

Public facility. fee

$3,627

,$5.35

'$5 89
.r

- $1.51`

I3.00

NE .

-- Hotel
Per unit ;..

$1,398

.

•

N.E.

:41,865 °

Source:. Railyanis/Richards
;Blvd:/Downtown
Area Finance Plan (9/98)
,
, . ...
..., .
..

:2 State-Fiunding Sources
.
U,.., ,
..
,
.
,,,
...
.:....,... ..,
.
.,,
;.
The two primary state funding sources for improvements in the ^Intermodal Station Area include
:^the State Transportation -Improvement Program (STIP) and State Rail Bond initiatives ; (identified =,^
in the Adopted Financing Plan,as Proposition 108 and 116).
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5.2.1

State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP)

The STIP is a biennial program of projects adoptedby theCalifornia.Transportation Commission:"-'
(CTC) and funded from the State Highway Account and .the Public Transportation Account. Since.
1997, the STIP has included two primary components: the Regional Program (75 percent of STIP
funding) and the Interregional Program (25 percent of STIP funding):
Regional Program

The Regional Program is further subdivided by formula into County shares County"shares are
only available for'projects nominated by their respective regional'agencies [in the case of'.
Sacramento County, the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG)]. County shares
:'.` are.available for a broad `an•ay-of'transportation improvement projects, including improving.state.
highways; local roads, public transit, intercity rail, pedestrian and bicycle facilities, grade
separations, transportation system management, transportation demand management,
soundwalls, intermodal facilities and providing matching funds, for federal transportation funds:`,
Funds are available only for capital improvements, not for operating or maintenance costs..

ere'are'specificcsteps and important windows of opportunity in pursuing STIP. funding:.To^appl
.for STIP funds .for the Intermodal Station Area, the City of Sacramento would need to complete•a
Project Study Report(PSR). The City applies for STIP funding in the summer of odd numbered
.
years (e:g., June 2001) and requests are passed onto SACOG for approval. The CTC approves.
the funding requests in spring of even numbered years (e.g., Apri1.2002). The funds-are then
immediately available for expenditure. .
STIP requires that project development and allocation of funding proceed in specific phases, as,:
. ,.. . ,. ._
...
: _. . .. . . 1. ..
'follows: -. : -, ". . _ . . ..
Step 1

Environmental and permits (E&P)

Step 2:

Plans, specifications and estimates(Design).

Step 3:

Right of way acquisition

Step.4

Construction.

There is, anticipated to be $104 million. available in STIP funding for Sacramento County in Spring '=:
2002. Historically; the_City,of Sacramento has received about ten percent of countywide STIP.
funding; and distributed that funding-between five to ten projects. This typical historical,allocation .
translates into about one or two million in available funding for Intermodal Station Area
improvements
It should be,noted that the City previously secured about $2.6 million in STIP.funding for
intermodal improvements., In 1999; the Citywas forced to withdraw its request for:an additionaV-:.$5 million in'funding, due'to lack of consensus regarding funding priorities:
5.2.1.2

Interregional Progam

There may be additional STIP funding available-through the Interregional Program portion of
STIP funding. At least 9 percent of the interregional share must be programmed for intercity rail
projects, which is split statewide among .three- rail corridors. (Capitol Corridor, San Joaquin .-`
Corridor and San 'Diego Coastal Corridor).`" The Sacramento intermodal Station Area serves:two.
of these three rail corridors (Capitol Corridor, San, Joaquin Corridor). In-the last funding cycle,_
.A he intercity rail portion was $43 -million.
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-5.Z2' State' Rai(Bond initiatives

..
_. . .
,
z.,,..
,.
The Adopted Railyards/Richards Boulevard Financing Plan identified State Rail Bond Initiatives

,

(specifically Proposition 108 and =116) as potential funding sources for qualified improvements in
'the.lntermodal Station Area. . These two bond initiatives provided about $3 billion in fundingearmarked. for, specific projects. :The State Railroad Technology Museum secured_ $5 million: in ..:
funding from Proposition 116. There is no additional funding available from thesetwo bond' ;
.
initiatives. for Intermodal
,
_. Area improvements,
. Station

.:.

.

,. ,_...

5,3 Federal Fun ing. ources ::.

. ,.

.;.

..,

..

..

,.

_

;

-

There are four primary categories of potential federal funding sources for Intermodal Station Area
improvements.

5.3.1

TEA-21

The Transportation Equity Act for the 21 Century (TEA-21), signed into law on June 1998,-is the
authorizing legislation for funding highway, highway safety, transit and other surface
transportation programs over a six-year period, from fiscal years 1998 through 2003... The total
amount authorized by the TEA-21 legislation for transportation programs nationwide is
$216.3 billion; of which $198.7 billion is "guaranteed": to be available through annual
appropriations. In urbamareas, these programs are typically administered through either the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). or the'Federal Transit Administration (FTA):
Most of the federal transportation programs include a minimum of a twenty percent "local" :matching requirement, meaning that the non-federal share of the total project cost must equal at ,. .
a minimum .20 percent of the total project cost. Although local.or state funds (e:g., STIP funds)
are usually used, to meet this requirement other means are.also acceptable; such as including the,:,::
value of the property contributed to the_ project...'
TEA-21 authorized avariety of funding programs for funding transportation improvements,.
including the Surface Transportation Program (STP), Transportation Enhancement Activities
(TEA); Congestion .Management and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ). Every. two to
three years, SACOG issues. a request for projects to be :funded under these programs to local
agencies, within the region.. The City of Sacramento prioritizes transportation projects to be
funded.in.a document known;as the Transportation Programming Guide (TPG); which was just

77 recently completed by•the.City Department of Public Works.: While arterial street and'freeway
improvements serving the Railyards are included in the most recent TPG,,other intermodal -:..
improvements (such as the historic depot) are not. Moreover, it is our understanding that the:'.
available funds underthe TEA-21 -authorization .havebeen programmed for the six-year funding
cycle,, and additional funding would require a new authorizing legislation..,
.3.2 Annual Federal "Earmarks"...
,.. .
,.
.. ;.. _.> :.
.. ":
.. ._.
The annual transportation appropriation process sometimes, presents an opportunity for securing
federal funding for projects. The City of Sacramento issues an annual document known as the ;..
"Federal Legislative Agenda", which outlines and describes.priority projects for funding. In 1997,
the City obtained $4 million in funding through federal "earmarks". Last year, the City submitted
for funding for the relocation of the Greyhound station and for general "Railyards site

infrastructure`, but did not receive, any funding.
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5.3.3

Section. 5309 Bus Funds

Section 5309 is a discretionary federal bus. program that 'Sacramento Regional ;Transit (RT)

:usually applies for:on an annual;basis. Last year RT;applied:for,$4; miliion under:this'program;.'
: and received .$I. million. It is'ourunderstanding that there is-some level of flexibility in eligible
project uses of the"'bus, funding, including a range of transit facility applications: The City of
Sacramento (with RTs cooperation) can seek funding under this program, as'long as it does not.
° compete with. RT.. Prospectively, some of the capital elements in the Intermodal Station Area
could ,be funded with Section,5309funds, such as RT bus layover facilities
. .
^ . .,
.
, ..
.3.4

.._

High Speed Rail Investment Act of.2001.,' .

,
,.....
-..
_
This pending, legislation failed in committee in Congress last year, but has been revived and could
pass this year with broad support. ,This bill would provide $12 billion in bond funds over a 10=.
year period; nationwide. Of this, an ,estirimated 30 percent would be available to the State of
California; to be shared among its three rail corridors: . This federal bond money would require a
20 percent local match ofSTIP funds.

4 ;Funding :Olitained to Date

.

...

-...

'.To date; the following funding has beenotitained.for public improvements that `wip benefit the
Railyards:
$15 nlill^on for the 7m Street Extension (the City is preparing a ,bid package for construction
inFall 2001-, with estimated
, completion -by mid-2002)

.
.
:..,
.:
,,.
_ :.
..
..
..
$350,000 for the Richards Boulevard/1-5 Interchange (PSR is underway, which will allow the ,
City to pursue additional funding)
$200,000 for the Richards Boulevard/SR.160 (PSR is underway)
, . , . _.:
.
•
.
,.
Approximately $3 million for deferred maintenance of the historic Depot
,

.Y,:'

,

..

.

L5 Public/Private

..

'

q.'

.,.

. ..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

'.

.

..

..

...

.

.

. :

Ventures

four majoraypes of public) private ventures are recommended for:further consideration in the
Intermodal Station Area: joint public/private parking,:air rights development, turnkey `development; '
and federal .historic
...
,,. preservation
.> credits,
;Joint Public/Private Parking J
There is a potential opportunity.,to develop parking structures in the Inte'rmodai, Station Area that
could be shared by transit, cornmercial and residential users at different peak times of the day (or r
"night) and jointly funded by private development and City parking revenue bonds.: It is:our
'understanding that the 1,500-space,garage at Metro Place will similarly be funded through joint
public/private expense
.
,
.
.
St
of
Sacramento
-has
previously
funded
publicly
owned parking garages by'issuingparking
The: City
revenue bonds.: Growth in annual parkingI revenues at existing City facilities over the next two to-;
three.years is currentlyprojected to.be about $2 million,which,would,be sufficient tofund

; SeFfel'Tech hiemo DDG.1.;
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development of-additional 1,000-space garage within the`next two to three years. . However, there
are other competing priorities in the downtown for additional free or low cost parking, including
•.` Southern
..:. end of Old Sacramento (to serve Embassy Suitesand restaurants)

,

•
•

.
.,:
:
.
.:
K Street Mall ^( between the lot,at 10t" and L and the Downtown Plaza)

.

_..
...:
.
.
. .
,.
; Project and the proposed Mendien Piaza)
15^' acno t_( to serve the State `s East End
2

.

Air Rights Development

Air rights development is currently being used by many cities to accommodate growth within an
urban core: As traditionally. defined,air rights development captures the value of designated air
space above a specific land area and within stated elevations through either'a long-term lease or.
sale. The Downtown Plaza in Sacramento was developed using air rights over a City-owned
parking garage and City streets., In.the City of San Francisco, the sale.of air rights over the
TransBay:Transit-Terminal under alternative development scenarios is estimated to generate
between $200 million and $360 million in revenues. The Metropolitan Transit Authority in.the City
of Los Angeles is selling air rights for development above its light rail stations, and the Regional:. . . Transit Authority in Sacramento County recently commissioned a study to
, _ investigate air rights
.
development opportunities along selected transit iines.
Air rights development is a prime opportunity for the Intermodal Station Area to capture value...
(through either sale or long temi lease) and intensify-development over. public parking structures ^
and/or potential transit facilities.

5.5.3 - :Turnkey Development,
Another option for funding a portion, of the transit facilities would be for a private developer to
build space that would be.leased to the transit operators. It is our understanding that the City of
Emeryville provides an example of such a turnkey development, where the Amtrak station was
privately developed and leased to Amtrak

5.5.4:

Historic Tax Preservation Credits

The National Park Service (NP.S) administers a program of Federal income tax credits for the
rehabilitation,of buildings listed'on the. National Register or located in a historic district: The tax
credit lowers the amount of federal income taxes owed'by a taxpayer, equal to 20 percent -of the

- amount spent on a "certified rehabilitation" (as approved by the Secretary of the Interior's
- Standards for Rehabilitation). - While the tax.credit may only be taken by private taxpayers (and .; therefore could not be used by a public agency such as City of Sacramento), there are investors.':
willing to purchase historic preservation `tax credits, which could provide a funding .source for :_
rehabilitation of the existing historic depot ;,
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Guided by the findings of a series of Community workshops, the consultant team developed three
preliminary alternatives for further evaluation. This section summarizes the comments provided
by Seifel Consulting regarding economic considerations that need to be addressed in each of

these respective altematives.

6.1 Preliminary Alternative 9(Track Alignment Option A&B)
Alternative 1 leaves the tracks in their current configuration and includes about 40 acres (gross).
of developable property. This altemative-includes about 1.5 million square feet of office (about
one million-square feet to the north of the intermodal station and 500,000 square feet along 7t'
Street across from the County Complex).: About 800 residential units would be developed
adjacent to the Alkali Flats neighborhood, and between the railroad tracks and 5t' Street. A small
hotel or other visitor commercial use (114,000 square feet) -would be developed abutting the 1-5
nccvray, auJaaMnR w viu Oacrarntnio.

Economic issues to be addressed include the following:
'Connections to the Downtown need to be improved (railroad tracks impede. connections and
create an island of development on the Railyards property)
•

Residential uses need to be buffered from the adjacent freight rail line
Street grid is not extended onto site, negatively impacting parcelization- and potential

marketability of land uses.
.

Visitor commercial parcel needs to be reconfigured (Iarge enough to accommodate a 250=
,:room hotel), with improved access and buffered from adjacent freeway.

• Additional acreage used in this alternative (beyond the front 37 acres) might require
ex^e,+,+oa

-Source: RaceStudio, May. 2001.
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Alternative 2 ,moves the tracks to the north of the front 37 acres (abutting the Central Shops), and

includes about 35 gross acres of developable property. This alternative includes about. 1.7 million
square feet of office (1.5 square feet of high rise along 7th Street across from the County
Complex, and 200,000 square feet-adjacent to Old Sacramento). About 560 residential units:
would be adjacent to and over transit uses, and between 5th and 6t-' Street. A 255,000 square
foot hotel or other visitor commercial use would be adjacent to the intermodal.faciiity and near Old

Sacramento.
Economic issues to be addressed include the following:'
Residential uses need to be buffered from the adjacent transit and bus areas
Office development along 7th Street needs to be buffered from adjacent residential uses in

. Alkali Flats.
Residential needs to be buffered from Federal Courthouse and County jail.
Marketability of small. office adjacent to 1-5 and Old Sacramento is questionabie.

6.3 Prelirninary. Alternative 3(Track Alignment Option C).,. ...
Alternative 3 moves the tracks to the.north of the front 37 acres (near the-Central Shops,.but
allowing potential capacity for a high speed rail line), and includes about 33 gross acres of
developable property: This alternative includes
about'l.1 million square feet of office (780,000
1

.adjacent to transit facilities and 370,000 square feet
4- at the northeast comer of the site About
`• '660 residential units would be-developed on the eastern portion of the site (between 7 and 5t'.
Street). A 366,000 square foot hotel or, other visitor commercial use would be adjacent to the
intermodal facility.
Economic issues to be addressed include the following

Residential uses at the northern end of the site may need to be buffered from the adjacent
rail line ,
Residential needs to be buffered from Federal Courthouse and County jail.
Need to buffer office at- the northeast corner of the site from adjacent Alkali,Flats.
Marketability of office adjacent to 1-5 and Old Sa&amento may-be difficult: -

-Source' RaceStudio, May 2009. •

6.4 Key Factors Impacting Marketability
There are three underlying factors which have been raised in the preliminary alternatives which
need to be addressed, in order to improve marketability of the Intermodal Transit Area. In brief;
:
these include
^ . ..
.
. ,. .
^
,
_
.
:
• ...^ Connections to Downtown
^.
:,..
^•..,..,
.
_. ..
,
,
.
Adjacency ofdevelopment to the existing Central Business District is important. The railroad
tracks in their current configuration create an island of the Railyards property and serve as a

barrier for future.. development. Extension of the existing. street grid onto the
, site is key in order to
-improve accessibility to,pedestr'ians; automobile and bicycie traffic and public transit users.
•: Shape and Slze'Of Parcels'
,. ,
, ;.
.
. ..
.
•
.: .
.. .
-,.
.
The-ideai-deveiopment"configuration is a half or fuii block: irreguiar shapes and sizes of°paPcels
detract
future developers :
. ,. from the marketability of the site to potential
_
•
.
_.
..
..
,.
°Compatibiiity of Land Uses"
'.. It is important to recognize the. compatibility of adjacent land uses Residential adjacent to an
existing freight line track or heavy transit uses presents marketing chalienges: 'Converseiy, high .:;
rise office on the Railyards,property may not be a desicable use adjacent to existing residential
uses in Alkali Flats
.In subsequent phases^of Analysis, It will aiso be impoitant to address the financial feasibility.of the
proposed land use program and the financing requirements, optimal, phasing and available
funding for public improvements proposed for the site.,

.,.
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Case Study -Mission.. Bay, San Francisco
.,...
.. , ,. . ._.
,_, . .._.._
As afirst step in our analysis, we researched other successful large-scale master plan
developments that might serve as case studies for the Railyards planning effort. Keyissues.
confronting future development on the Railyards site include
^..-.Consensus on priorities through a public/private planning process
•

Catalysts for economic development

Market support and phasing
•

Financial feasibility to the development community
.
,.
.- . .
,
,

-. .

The case study most relevant and applicable to the Railyards was felt to be the Mission Bay
project in San Francisco, where Catellus is the master developer,
in October 1998, the City of San Francisco's Redevelopment Commission and Board,of
Supervisors unanimously approved and adopted the Mission Bay North and.:South
-Redevelopment Plans.: _This $4 billion effort will transform 303 acres of, a deteriorated former
railroad'and shipping terminus into a dynamic, mixed-use community. Groundbreaking for the-first
building of new 43=acre UC San Francisco, research campus took place in October. 1999, and
groundbreaking for retail entertainment and residential uses followed shortly thereafter. '
However, the planning-process for Mission Bay was far from easy. Publiclprivate partnerships
share two overarching goals: political and economic feasibility.- If one goal is met but not both;
either an :otherwise economically feasible project does not win necessary approvals, or a deal is
approved which cannot be finance and built. Mission Bay is a' case in point

,
. .. .
7.1 Previous Planning Efforts for Mission Bay.'

, ,.,

,

.

....

.

The earliest planning effort for Mission Bay began in the late 100's ;, 'when the Southern Pacific ,'
Railroad (then owner of the site) hired John Carl Warnecke to develop"a plan for the site. In
1981, he`revealed a . plan' with suburban cul-de-sacs and garden apartments;and office.and hotel .,
uses projected to employ 30,000 people. Undertaken, without any significant involvement by city
officials or community groups, the proposal was not approved
. ,
,
.:
.
The next plan, developed in 1981 by'I.M. Pei and WRTAssociates;.featured Venetian watervirays.
and high-rise office towets ( as high as 42'stories). Although city planning officials were "initially
enthusiastic, the city eventually disapproved the Plan, citing competition with the downtown office
market and high infrastructure costs. ^ In retrospect, the developer felt the plan would have
required heavy front-end investments in basically unusable waterways that Would have eliminated
any. potential profits.
-After three years ofcommunity discourse and debate; City officials decided to assume controVof
the planning process by determining the appropriate plan -and obtaining community consensus for
the, plan: The developer,. now transformed by corporate mergers into the Santa Fe Pacific Realty
Corporation (later renamed Catellus -Development Corporation) agreed, to donate $2'million for:`
the planning effort. This planning effort included five important objectives from the.City's:

_.

.

,

perspective:

Mixed Uses - The project should emphasize housing but incorporate other uses that would
generate employment, especially back, office buildings with expansive floorplates not available in
downtown
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Contextual Design -The project should extend street and building patterns from adjacent
neighborhoods and should maintain fairly high densities to take advantage of the high.level of
transit service available in the area. '...
Affordable Housing - 30-40 percent-of the housing. should be available at below market-rents andprices, including some very low-income units.
Facility Investments - All infrastructure costs should •be bome by. the- developer.

Waterfront Uses and Amenities -Significant waterfront access and amenities should be.provided
for residents, while improving the economic position of the existing port.
Originally envisioned as an 18-month process,-the planning effort lasted from 1984 through 1991.
Approved by the City in 1991, Catellus committed to significant exactions in exchange for-;

ercamty, mciuamg:
Housing and childcare payments, •^:
Affordable
, .. ._ ._. housing site, donations
Off-site low income housing fees ' ,

Contribution to a job training program
Posting of a $30 million "financial assurance" prior to any exploration for toxics in the soil
Catellus terminated the Development Agreement because it proved to be financially infeasible.
..Most- importantly, it was impossible to,obtain the:$30 million financial commitment: In addition,
Catellus was permitted to, develop market rate. housing only as non-profits built affordable..
housing, and.no subsidy source was identified.for the affordable housing. In retrospect, the
'developer needed flexibility more than certainty.

7.2 Adopted Plan for Mission Bay.North and. South
:.. •.- , . . . ...
- •...... .
.,

,

.. .

,,

.There were several catalysts working in combination to benefit the 1998 Plan
• Tfie new PacBell Ballpark was proposed just to the north of the site, generating significant
demand for additional retail and entertainment uses in the immediate market area
^. UC San Francisco was looking for a site to build a new research campus within the City'
}.' boundaries, and reached agreement to develop on 43 acres in Mission Bay South;
generating demand for additional biotech and research and development uses

•' New housing was redeveloped to^the'north and. West of Mission Bay
•: Multimedia Gulch-and SOMA redevelopment north :of Mission Bay ,. .
_ .
r
, . ...,
...
^0

.,

.,,

..

The Embarcadero Light Rail extension to the north of the site and Caitrain station renovation
at
its northwestern
edge
. .
.
. . .
. . . . .
.
. - .
. - •
.
. . . .
.
.
•
.
i,..
.. . .

The current land use plan for Mission Bay North and South includes:..
•.. 6,090 housing
9 units ^28°^ affordabie )

•. '850,000 square feet of retail space
...

, ..

.,.

.

;:

,

•`+' 6 0`million square feet of new commercial space - a mix of office, research and development

and multimedia uses ,.^
2 .65 million square feet for UC San Francisco research campus
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. ."
A 500:room hotel

_., . .

..

:

.

.

.. .

.

.
^`;.

Public benefits of the adopted Plan include ..
• , 1,700 affordable housing units

,.new 43-acre research campus .for University of California's iiiedical,school

.4_9 acres of open space ^,.
Financial contributions by. the developer
.
,.
,;

„
,,

.

. _ ..,, ..

::.

.,,. , . ,

$1 million. to Predevelopment Loan Fund to assist nonprofit housing developers,,
. .
_ ..,.
. .
.. ;. i ,..,.
..:

$5,million to upgrade the City's'southeast:sewer,treatrrient plant
$3 million to City's First Source Hiring Program

:3 :Overview of Transaction -Structure
,,.

The Miss ion.Bay:project is divided into two distinct redevelopment project areas. Mission Bay , i
North; consisting of65 acres ofland. north _of'Mission Bay-CFiannel;and Mission Bay South,
consisting of 238 , acres south of'the Channel: Although a single Supplemental Environmental ' .

Impact Report has been prepared "for both, the projects are otherwise controlled. independently, .
with separate Redevelopment Plans, Designs for Development, Owner Participation Agreements;
and related documents.
.,., .,
...
. .
.
, .
_
,.-..
_
_
.. ....,, .
.

Most of the developable property in Mission Bay North and South is'ownedby a single developer, .;;
Catellus Development Corporation. While in most project areas,'the Agency adopts a
Redevelopment Plan and then enters into multiple Owner Participation Agreements (OPAs) and
Dispositionand;Development Agreements,(DDAs)with. different;developers, in Mission Bay the
up-front OPAs with Catellus will control the private development`in, the Project Areas throughout
; the.life of the Redevelopment Plans: Catellus may -in ot develop all of the property itself: Subject to.
certain restrictions, Catellus can sell development parcels or. blocks of land to.other-private`
developers.. However, the Agency will not enter 'into new OPAs with these succeeding owners:
Instead; theywill as'"Transferees" become partyto the rigtits, obligations, and responsibilities set',
out in the original OPAs with Catellus (e)(ceptions are the UCSF campus, two development. =_
parcels in the South owned by other private entities, and the Agency-sponsored affordable
,,.
housing projects, discussed below)
:.
. ,.w>
. . , .;. ., .
..;, ,
- . ..,. . .,.:,.
vPlans establish general land use controls,.=ry
-,- The Mission Bay North and South Redevelopment
.' including types and intensities of development and putilic open space in each sector of the
Project Areas. The companion Design for. Development documents establish detailed height, ,- ,:. '
bulk, parking; street frontage and other standards; along with design guidelines to ensure quality
'development.'-,',,
.
„ . ..
,
„
.
,... ,
. . ,.
The OPAsestablish,Catellus'and its transferees' rightsto develop the property within the
parameters of the Redevelopment Plans and Designs for Development; its responsibilities
regarding affordable housing, environmental remediation, infrastructure, transportation
management and open space; and the agreements' between the Agency and Catellus regarding
financing and use of:project-generated tax increment;
...
. .
,
_.
Additional documents include the Tax Increment Allocation Pledge Agreements between the
Agency and the City, which will ensure thattax'increment,is made available to finance =infrastructure and affordable housing,.an4 Interagency Cooperation Agreements between the
Agency: and the-City; which. lays out the.. responsibilities of the various Citydepartments, including
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the Department of Public Works, the Planning Department, the Port; and the Departrrient of
Building Inspection, which'will have roles in the implementation of Mission Bay.:
. ..
^,. - _
a. .
_... ...
.
_
_ ^.
._

7.4 'Overview of Infrastructure Financing Structure,
The development of Mission Bay will require substantial investment in new and upgraded public
infrastructure, estimated to cost $145 million in 1998 dollars. Of this amount;improvements in
Mission Bay North `are estimated at $25 million, with Mission Bay South expected to cost $120
million. Planned public infrastructure improvements include `new and reconstructed streets, traffic
light systems, high- and low-pressure water systems, new sewer and waste-water systems; a

pedestrian bridge over Mission Bay Channel, and 49 acres of public open space The
infrastructure will largely be constructed as development proceeds over time; so that property
becomes available. for development as public improvements are made. Certain improvements will
be tied to "cumulative" impacts, as pre-determined development milestones (based on square
footage or number of residential units) are met
Development of this public infrastructure will be financed over the long term through the tax'
increment generated by each of Mission Bay North and South: In order to.ensure the availability
of sufficient funds, particularly in the early years of the Project Areas before substantial tax
increment is generated by new private development, Catellus has asked the Agency to 'consider
forming two Mello-Roos Community Facilities Districts (CFDs):`Under these CFDs, special taxes
will be assessed against private property within Mission Bay North- and South, to
: lie
^....paid by
Catellus and future property owners (the Agency's non-profit affordable housing parcels and other
publicly-owned parcels, including the open space, -will be
- exempt from the special taxes). These.;,
special tax assessments will support Mello-Roos bonds which wilf be sold to raise proceeds for
the construction of public infrastructure. As tax increment from the Project Area increases,: it will
hrough retirement of debt or refunding
be used to replace the Mello-Roos special assessmerits, through'
of bonds:, A portion of the special assessments will 'remain in place over the long term (i:e:, not
"taken'out° by tax increment) to'pay for the maintenance, and operation of the open space by the .
Agency.. It is anticipated that, particularly in Mission Bay-North, there will be'surplus tax increment °
(apart from the 20% housing set-aside) not needed for infrastructure costs. These' surplus tax
increment revenues will be available to; support, the affordable hou'sin.g program, subject,, in part,

to the annual budgeting process.
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